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Sturman Mackey, Fulton City Manager for
the past eleven weeks, submitted his resignation
to the Mayor and Commissioners Tuesday evening at an informal meeting at the Fulton City
Hall,
Mackey's action came without warning to
the city's governing body, and came as a surprise,
inasmuch as there had been no inkling of any
friction or dissatisfaction beyond a few petty,
normal differences considered insignificant.
Mackey stated his resignation intent in a
prepared letter that he read to the group, citing
generally that he was dissatisfied with lack of authority that Kentucky statutes accord City Managers, and that he was not aware of the limited
powers that he would have when he accepted the
job.
Excerpts from his letter:
—"I have found that the
actual authority of a city manager in the personnel actions is
limited to making recommendations to the Mayor and Board
of Commissioners."
—"I am totally distressed
and disappointed with what I
have found to be the true
nature of the City Manager's
position."
—"In my opinion the Kentucky Revised Statutes effectively restricts (in practice)
the authority of the City Manager to the extent that a city
manager is nothing more than
a chief foreman to the Mayor."
—"The recent involvement of
the Mayor in the interpretation
of the application of the provisions of the National Electrical Code (adopted as a city
ordinance) is a clear example

For the remainder of this week there are
several outstanding programs, and one of
them is the appearance of our own Dr. Elvis
Stahr at the International Relations program
at Exhibition City on Friday afternoon at
2:30 p. m. I hope that a large number of
Hickman people turn out for Dr. St,ahr's address. He managed to squeeze the engagement into a very tight schedule, which of
course is deeply appreciated by his home
folks.
Friday night the famous Sonny James
and his Southern Gentlemen will appear and
tonight(Thursday) the world-famous Joffrey
Dancers will present one of their very rare
appearances in a community the size of Fulton. Saturday night, prior to the beauty
pageant, Sun Smith and a Dixieland Jazz
band will give a concert, an event that
should bring jazz band lovers ou,t in droves.

Yet, I don't know that I have ever been
so thankful for an all-time consuming.week
this week. It saves me from thinking
as I a1
too m h on the fact that my dear and wonderful, little friend and co-worker Joel McPherson is leaving this week to go back to
his studies at Murray State University.
I think I have told you that Joel is a
good friend, and former classmate of our
own son, R. Paul. They were closely associated on the Murray school paper and at
radio station WNBS in Murray. Well, when
R. Paul graduated on June 7, and left the
next day for a radio job in Louisville, Joel
came right in on his heels and bridged that
awful gap and emptiness parents feel when
a child leaves the home and hearth to be on
their own.
As Joel tells it, accurately I might add,
his first two weeks here he wanted to leave
every hour on the hour. But he didn't and
thank God for that. I was pretty rough on
him about his school learning, but he took it
in stride and has come to know that running
a real, live newspaper has absolutely no
(Olittnned On Page Sin)
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Mackey Resigns As City Manager,
Cites "Limited Statutory Power"

Sometimes I think I'm a little on the
kookie side. I somehow never seem to realize
that publishing a newspaper is a full time
job and that extra-curricular activities often
become even more full time than my gainful
employment.
I asked my good friend Dub Burnette to
excuse me from active participation in this
year's Banana Festival. At the beginning of
the planning he took me at my word, but,for
the past few weeks I have been knee-deep in
the promotional plans of the Festival, which
is no easy job.
The Banana Festival, as you may know,
is a labor of love for me. Having been on the
ground floor of the program when it was
started eight years ago, I find the event so apeeling that I simply cannot stay out of it.
This year's program is one of the most
spectacular the Festival has ever staged.
The activity runs the gamut from the serious
to the frivolous. I think this is one reason
that I find myself getting so involved.

In addition to the speaking by Dr. Stahr,
and the entertainment features, I believe
that there will be the largest array of politicians in one setting that has ever gathered in
West Kentucky, and that includes Fancy
Farm. Governors Louie Nunn and Buford
Ellington will be on hand. Former Governor
Bert T. Combs, Lt.-Gov. Wendell Ford, Tennessee gubernatorial candidate John Jay
Hooker and Tennessee senatorial candidate
William Brock will be present as will be
Congressman Frank Albert Stubblefield and
his wife and Congressman Ed. Jones and his
wife. There'll be Mary Louise Foust, John
Breckinridge, Senator Carroll Hubbard,
Katherine Peden, Thelma Stovall, State
Representative Ralph Graves, perhaps Albert Gore and a score of others. Most of the
political VIP's will be on hand Friday at the
ceremonies at the Avenue of the Americas,
the Governor's luncheon, and the International Relations program on Friday afternoon. Tickets are still available for the
luncheon and the reception at the Fulton
Country Club at 4:30 p. m. that honors all
these big-wigs.
The remainder of the program is in this
week's issue.

Thursday, September 10, 1976

of the dual nature of adminis.
tratton of the City's business
affairs under the structure of
City Manage r-Commission
form of government in Fulton.
In this instance a city department head (Public Works
Superintendent) received instructions directly from the
Mayor and was under the direct supervision of the Mayor.
When I accepted this position,
I was under the impression
that all city department heads
were directly responsible to
and under the general and
specific supervision of the City
Manager. This obviously is not
the case."
—"As the position of City
Manager is presently structured, I believe that in order for
a City Manager to be effective
in the administration of the

Miss Deborah (Debbie) Patton, Miss Teen-age America of 1970 is one of the many visiting, national beauty queens here for the Festival. Miss Patton extends a cordial invitation
to all teen-agers in the area to visit her at the Community Center on Friday afternoon
for a hand-shake and an autograph. Time for the reception, courtesy of the Dr. Pepper
Bottling Company of Dyersburg is 4:30 p. m.

RECC Announces 24% RateIncrease
Effective With October 1 Bills
cooperative
average
The
member used between 1,000
and 2,000 kwh of electricity per
month. Under the present
rates, a member using 1,000
kwh would pay $12.68. Under
the adjusted rates, the same
member would pay $15.65, or
an increase of $2.97. A member
using 2,000 kwh is now paying
$20.26 a month, but under the
modified rates, he would pay
$25.05, or $4.79 a month more.
last rate increase was not The new Hickman-Fulton
enough to offset the higher RECC rates will go into effect
cost of power purchased from with the meter reading of Ortober 2.
TVA.

The Hickman-Fulton Counties Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation today announced an adjustment in rates reflecting TVA's electric power
rate increase effective October 1.
Hickman-Fulton RECC is among 160 Cooperative and Municipal distributors of TVA
power, the vast majority of which are adjusting
their rates upward in line with the rate increase
announced by TVA.
Electric rates for TVA power
will continue to be well below
national averages. For residential use the average rate is
expected to rise to about 1.24
cents a kilowatt-hour, from
just over one cent last year.
The national average is now
about 2.1 cents. These figures
include a small automatic rise
in TVA rates that took place
August 1, under escalation provisions already included in its
rate schedules.
In an open letter to all distributors, TVA stated that they
would need an estimated $115
million increase in power revenues during the fiscal year to
meet requirements of Federal
law. Therefore, in turn this
Cooperative must pass along at
least a part of the increase to
our members in order to remain sound financially, and to
continue providing power.

Marvin Wrather,Beloved Murray
Stale Official Dies Suddenly

Marvin 0. Wrather, 70, executive vice president of Murray State University, died early
Sunday. September 6, in William F. Bowld Hospital at
Memphis, where he had been
admitted last Wednesday. He
suffered a heart attack in the
hospital on Saturday.
Funeral services were held
Tuesday, September 8, in the
First United Methodist Church
at Murray, with Dr. Samuel R.
Dodson and Dr. Adron Doran
officiating and burial was in
Unfortunately, the cost of Murray City Cemetery. J. H.
the things which TVA must Churchill Funeral Home was
buy have been rising so rapid- in charge of arrangements.
ly that the automatic escalaA member of Murray's first
tors in the present rate schedules are not adequate. A ser- graduating class in 1926, Mr.
ies of events that Is causing Wrather had been associated
the cost of coal to skyrocket with the school since 1938 and
and increased cost of trans- had served three times as its
portation are principal factors acting president.
which forced TVA to raise its
A native of Calloway County,
he taught school in Calloway
power rates.
Hickman-Fulton RECC is a early in his career and later
non-profit organisation. operat- became superintendent of the
trig on a close margin, and the county schools.

He became public-relations
director for Murray in 1945 and
also served as alumni secretary. He was named executive
vice president in 1968. He served for thirty years as secretary of the First District Education Association. In 1969,
Murray State awarded him an
honorary doctor's degree.
Mr. Wrather was the secretary and a member of the
board of directors of the Bank
of Murray, and was a member
of the Murray First United
Methodist Church. He served
three years as president of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce, twenty-one years as
county disaster chairman for
the American Red Cross and
taught a Sunday School class
for sixteen years.
Surviving are his widow,
Mrs. LillIe Wrather of 1318
Olive Street in Murray; one
daughter, mrs. Charles Hoke,
and. one granddaughter, Ann
(Continued on Page SW

affairs. it
City's business
would be forced to become 3'
extension of the political arm
of the Mayor. I have neither
the training or desire to work
in that kind of situation."
Mayor Nelson Tripp, speaking in rebuttal to Mackey's
statements, expressed -complete surprise and disappointment at the action, stating that
he was "at a loss to understand" his (Mackey's) feelings.
and that he "didn't know of
anything that had been denied
him." Tripp affirmed, however, that Fulton operates under Kentucky statute regarding
the powers and duties of the
City Manager, and always has.
Commissioner Charles Robert Bennett pointed out that
"we all have to work together
for the good of the people of
the community," because that
is why the Commissioners were
elected to their positions.
Mackey stated that since he
had an opportunity to read
Kentucky statute on the powers
of the City Manager in a
Fourth-Class City, he had concluded that "it is a very poor
state law" and suggested that
it should be augmented by a
a
resolution
"establishing
policy of basic relationship between a Mayor and City Manager on the matter of delegating authority." However, he
gave no indication that he
would be satisfied with continuing his job here even
though such a resolution was
passed.
Mackey's resignation was
accepted Wednesday morning
at a special called meeting of
the Commission with the stipulation that he was to be paid
through September 30 but that
his active association with the
City would end this Friday
(Sept. 11).
Mackey admitted to the
group that he has accepted another job, and was expected 14
be at his new post on Octobei
12th. He did not disclose th4
location.

Craddy's Winner
In Station Contest

IN APPRECIATION—The Fulton Jaycees' "Honors Night" last
Thursday at the Holiday Inn included awards to the above trio.
Accepting certificates for their respective companies' work for
the community were (from left) Bob Powell, The Carborundum
Company at Hickman, Charles Reams, Pepsi-Cola Company of
Fulton and Bill Jackson, Ferry-Morse Seed Co
any of Fulton.
for his lake
Reams also received a special plaque from the
fountain at the Pepsi plant, and was made an honorary member of the Club. Certificates were also presented to the publishers of the NEWS and The LEADER for their support of Jaycee
work.

Local Band
In Contest

Graddy's Service Station in
Fulton was a winner again this
year for first place in Standard
Oil's Chevron Island dealers'
contest, winning first place in
the territory, first place in the
district, and tying for first
place in the state with a service
station in Lexington.
Mr. and Mrs. "Junior" Graddy attended a meeting of
Standard Oil dealers at Berkley Lodge Wednesday through
Friday of last week, where the
awards were made. They received a home entertainment
set, consisting of a television, a
stereo, a radio and a tape player.

WINDOW FAIR
BREAKS RECORD
The Homemakers Clubs of
The Obion County Fair broke
its previous record Saturday Fulton and the surrounding
night, despite the rainy weath- areas are sponsoring a Window
Fair during the Festival.
or, with a total of 25,798.

For Festival
When the Fulton Jaycees
open the curtain on the midsouth's most spectacular Battle
of Bands on Saturday afternoon
at the Kitty eLague Park, the
American Junction of Fulton
will be among the groups competing for nearly 8500.00 in
prizes and matching jackets
for the winning group, donated
by H. I. S. Garment Company
of Fulton and South Fulton.
There will be rock, soul, folk
and jazz bands performing before a predicted sell-out audience attending the Eighth International Banana Festival. A
door prize will be given to
some lucky person attending
the event.
Beginning at 1:00 P. M. in
the huge auditorium at Exhibition City (the old Kitty League
Park), the show will be emceed by John Williams of
WPSD-TV.
Famous Beauty Queens and
other dignitaries, who will be
special guests of the Festival,
will be in attendance for the
performance.
Only ten bands have been
carefully selected from a wide
(Continued on Page Six)

ARTHRITIS GOAL SET AT $700.00. Miss Mary Katherine
Stroud, Tag Day Chairman for the Fulton County Arlhitis Campaign officially kicks-off the 1970 campaign "Arthritis affects
mere than 250,000," Miss Stroud said, "and Is the nation's number one chronic dllsoroo problem." Holding the placement
Gone Tibbs, Business Gifts Chairman: The September campaign
Is sponsored by the Future Homemaker's of America, it Fulton
County High School.
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IDUEGI'S CORNER
THE HANDWRITING ON THE WALL

Another Year, Another Festival!
Efforts Are Internationally Known
Welcome. Festival Visitors!
The hearts and hospitality of
residents of the twin cities of Fulton, Kentucky and South Fulton,
Tennessee are open wide this
week to visitors, foreign and domestic, that are expected to converge here by the thousands this
weekend.
It is a time for gaiety, for
hospitality, for renewing old
friendships and making new ones
as hundreds of our native sons and
daughters choose this weekend to
return home for a "look around"
once again.
It is the time for extending
the hand of friendship to our honored guests.
It is the time for extending a
hearty welcome and hospitality to
our visiting students from Ecuador, many of whom are seeing the
United States for the first time
and whose impression of the Twin
Cities and their people will be a
long-cherished memory when they
return to their native country.
It is a time for also extending
a hearty and cordial welcome to
the visiting Press, Radio and TV
who are here to record the Festival and its events for their own
home-town media.
As far as we know, this is the
only International Banana Festival on the North American continent. It was conceived in a spirit of
friendly salute to our Central and
South American neighbors whose
millions of tons of bananas have
passed through the rairoad "port"
of Fulton enroute to northern
markets, for the past 50 years or
more.
The Festival has grown in
stature each of its seven years because it has developed into more
than a salute . . . it has deevloped
into a personal handclasp of
friendship with our neighbors
from the South who have visited

us each year at Festival-time. We
take great delight in welcoming
all of them, Ambassadors, hatmakers, rug weavers, students,
musicians, newspapermen.
This is a People-toPeople program that succeeds by its very nature. Our own people here at
home and all of our neighbors in
surrounding counties learn from
our visitors, and enjoy their association, as they do ours. We all
wish we could have a half-dozen
Latin orchestras playing each
night at as many dances and concerts; that we could afford a
whole street-full of cabanas contaiinng rug-weavers, hat-making
wood carvers and other types of
native Latin craftsmen instead of
just one or two; that we could
have the biggest salute to Latin
America that the United States
has ever seen, each Festival week.
But these Twin Cities of Fulton and South Fulton are only a
community of 7,000 people, and,
while we have the energy and the
ability to stage such an event, and
the will to do it, we must have
(and hope we will have) continuing endorsement and assistance
from our governmental agencies
interested in fostering this kind
of grass-roots people-to-people
friendship.
It seems a shame that this
great country of ours can appropriate millions each year to export our people to all over Central
and South America, yet hestitates
to spend a comparable amount to
more "plain folks" to visit us in
our homes, on our farms, in our
stores and churches and factories
and schools. They are great people; friendly, polite, eager to see
and learn and know all about us,
and nothing beats a personal visit.
Viva La Festival! May it grow
for a hundred years and become
a cornerstone of international
friendship, understanding and
gaiety.

The Case Of Sturman Mackey: A
City Manager In His First Job
Sturman Mackey, a young
man who came to Fulton eleven
weeks ago from a position of executive secretary in a large community, has had his first taste of
running the whole show, and has
found out that being a "Top Banana" is quite a bit different than
just carrying out someone else's
orders.

probably taught in school, but Bro.
Mackey will find them to be very
real and present wherever he
goes.

Musings From

The Philosopher

would have made me drool in
the older days. Why, here are
have
I
From time to time
"doughnuts," not fried cakes.
At the feat of Belshazzar and a thousand of his
written in this column about And nobody seems to sell "tealords, while they drank from golden vessels,
A
disappearing.
are
that
words
cakes." There are "cookies" of
as the Book of Truth records,
great many of them are farm all sorts and kinds. Of course,
words, and certainly farm life good old cornbread resists pubIn the night as they reveled in the royal palace
has so changed since the early lic exploitation; if I want it,
hall,
years of this century that many I'll have to find it in some
They were seized with consternation - 'twas the
of its words are gone except in home, baked there, in all the
Hand upon the Wall.
memory or in poetry or in the various forms, from cornpones
speech of ancient people Like
See the brave captive, Daniel, as he ptood before
to corn muffins.
me. But many other types of
the throng.
Now, over here in the vegevocabulary have undergone
table portion of the store I see
And rebuked the haughty monarch for his mighgreat changes.
all sorts of things that I recogty deeds of wrong;
Let's take foods as an illu- nize and plenty that I have
older
in
course,
one
of
doom
the
Of
stration.
As he read out the writing-'twas
learned only since I left FidelLimes we grew our own foods ity. Here are cucumbers, still
and all,
a great extent and did not keeping their name. And sumto
For the Kingdom now was finished-said the Hand
need to buy them. As I said a mer squash is there, too, wheupon the Wall.!
long way back„ we used to call ther the flat, white kind or the
things bought at the store crook-necked yellow kind. But
See the faith, zeal, and courage, that would dare
"sugar and coffee." They were "salad" is called "greens,"
to do the right,
somehow looked upon as luxur- and the "Irish" of "Irish poWhich the spirit gave to Daniel-this secret of his
ies. But ordinary things we tatoes" has been dropped, as if
grew on the farm itself. Just everybody knows that "pomight;
suppose that I. forgetting- how tatoes" means just that kind.
In his home in Judea, or a captive in the hall,
many decades separate me Fortimately, it is still necesHe understood the writing of his God upon the
from the farm days, should go sary to label "sweet potatoes"
into a supermarket now and as such. "Yams" somehow
Wall.
look for the things I used to does not convey the same idea
So our deeds are recorded-there's a hand that's
know and under their old to many people. One of my
writing now:
names.
best helpers says that they are
royal
Sinner, give your heart to Jesus, to His
Let's begin with the bread sweet potatoes until they are
counter. Nobody now seems to cooked; then they are yams. I
mandates bow:
say "lightbread," the thing I do not know how widely-disFor the day is approaching-it must come to one
want. And such brand-new tributed that idea is. I look in
and all
things I will find in that part vain for "roasting ears" but,
be
will
written
condemnation
sinner's
When the
of the store: all sorts of bread, asking for some help, I find
whether lightbread or not. And them labeled just "corn." Why,
on the wall.
the various types of "sweet corn, to a lot of us, means a
cakes" is amazing, things that crop, or even something in a
Knowles Shaw
bottle.
But look at all the newer
ENGLISHMAN,
GOD IS AN
That was what Mark Twain
things on these shelves and in
hero
The
Delderfield.
had to say about etiquette. by R. F.
these trays: not just oranges,
This up-to-date book has a good is Adam Swann, scion of an such as the Fidelity storekeeper
FULTON'S
deal more to say about the army family, who has seen ac- stocked up on just before
right thing to do and how to tive service in Crimea and Christmas, but all sorts of
do it, does away with outworn India, and who determines to queer modern things: grapeideas of good maners. It is di- make his fortune and found his fruit, temple oranges, tangelos;
vided into three parts, cover- own dynasty in the ruthless and look at all these relatives
BY LUCY DANIEL
ing social, business, and sports world of Victorian Commerce. of mustard and radishes and
His struggles to succeed and cabbage: cauliflower, broccoli,
etiquette.
the story of his conquest of brussels sprouts; and here are
A proud moppet pointed to a former Methodist minister of
Henrietta, the spirited daughter queer things like acorn squashhis image in the mirror and ex- our First Methodist Church
HELOISE'S HINTS FOR of a rich manufacturer, form es and pie pumpkins.
claimed, "That's me." "Now, here. It traces the step-by-step
WORKING
by the central theme of this novel.
WOMEN,
Now," his mother gently cor- development of the United
Let's go over and look at
Heloise. This is an indispenrected, "That's I." After sob- States space program, the seto
were
sable
who
men
the
of
handbook
for
lection
THE SCIENCE OF WINE, dairy products. There is no sign
the
workregarding the mirror
erly
telling
where to find "clabber
ing woman or any other wo- by Cedric Austin. Winemaking
again, the youngster murmur- make the historic journey, and
man. It is overflowing with is a blend of craft and science. cheese." Butter has almost
incredible team effort
ed, "Well, it certainly looks the
to be in many stores
ceased
hints, tricks, and shortcuts that The main constituents of wine
which achieved the goal on
like me."
will help you save minutes and —yeast, sugar, alcohol and but here is "margarine," which
July 20, 1969.
motion at home and at work. acid—are covered in the first I have heard called all the ugly
WE BEACH TITE MOON, by
names that any respectable
GUIDE TO MODERN ETI- Here are thousands of ways to sections, while the last section food would resent, even with
John Noble Wilford. This book
written by John Wilford, who QUETTE, by Esquire. "Always shorten the hours you spend is about the disorders during suggestions that eating the stuff
without skimping on the re- winemaking. This book should
used to live in Fulton, Ken- do right: you will please some
shows that we are succumbing
(Continued on Page Four)
tucky, as a boy, is the son of people and astonish the rest." sults.
to outside and even wicked influences. Well, here is buttermilk, thank goodness; but the
Coach, $795; the new Hudson Coach, $1195; the label on the carton says it is
Hudson Brougham, $1495; the Hudson 7-pas- "cultured." What's that? How
FROM THE FILES:—
senger sedan, $1695, all at Estes Motor Company, can anything so suggestive of
back-country eating be called
208 State Line.
cultured? We look in vain for
the big old hoop of cheese with
barrel of crackers near by.
But we look further and find
TWENTY-YEARS AGO
SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
our old friend and forty near
SEPTEMBER 1, 1950
and far relatives, now done up
SEPTEMBER 6, 1895
in hunks and chunks. And right
W. L. Holland, superintendent of Fulton
here I would like to stay for a
(From The Hickman Courier)
City Schools, todaV announced the complete falong time, for to me, in my
cilty which will serve during the 1950 - 51 school
There is talk of building a telephone line be- boyhood, the Greeks could keep
their nectar and ambrosia; give
year. The teachers are as follows: HIGH tween Murray and Mayfield.
me cheese and crackers, fresh
SCHOOL: Hubert Jaco, principal; Mrs. E. A.
from the country store. In spite
Bush, Bill Hogg, Mrs. Elbert Johns, Miss Mary
of years and changing tastes,
At Sandy Hook in Elliott County, Mrs. Sarah I still like my rat cheese or
Martin, Louis Mobley, Guy Phipps, Fern Snow,
whatever high-falutin people
Mrs. Trevor Whayne. CARR INSTITUTE: Mar- Williams most unmercifully flogged Miss Dora call
plain hoop cheese. Of
husa
her
whip
with
for
buggy
alienating
Brown
George
Mrs.
Allen.
Leonard
Mrs.
Cothran,
shall
course, I have not lately eaten
in
is
critical
Miss
a
conBrown
bands
affections.
Culliany cut directly from a hoop;
Alley, Mrs, Gordon Buckingham, James
and I have not had any of the
van, Mrs. Myrtle Doyle, Lee Ella Lowe, Mrs. dition.
old-style crackers from a barMildred Moore, Mrs. Martin Nall, Mrs. Eizabeth
rel in forty years. Even the
Irish Nett' a fallen women of Frankfort, con- crackers are now in "boxes,"
Payne, Mrs. Bob Perkins, Mrs. Eugene Waggoner. TERRY NORMAN: Mrs. Jessie Lee Fleming, cluded to commit suicide by drowning and walk- as we used to call every kind
of containers!
of
Lou Allen, Mrs. M. C. Coth- ed
on the
Mrs.
on a
"DYING WORDS"

THE DAI:
Brown di
shop, svhi
BonduraM

ILfirmiry COMileT

Turning Back The Clock

We liked what we saw of
Sturman. He is a businesslike
young man, wanting to do a creditable job. and with a little more
patience and diplomacy he will
manage very well. The art of
Sturman announced his resig- "give and take" is a part of the
nation here Tuesday night, citing job which he will have to learn a principal;
Mary
a number of points in Kentucky little more about.
ran, Mrs, Louise Sebastian, MILTON SCHOOL:
law that he felt were strangling
Mrs. Ella Mae Hart,
At the same time we feel Mrs A. Z. Tucker, principal,
SUBSTITUTES: Mrs. Robhis ability to do his job.
Jackson,
Hugh
Mrs,
sorry for the Fulton Mayor and
Mack Burrow, Mrs. H. G. ButBut in all fairness to Mayor Commissioners, who are again ert Burrow, Mrs,
Mrs, Guy Duley, Mrs. D. D.
Hogg,
Bill
Mrs.
ler,
Tripp and his Commissioners, we faced with the task of finding us a
Miss Lou Ella Mitchell
Lowe,
Bobbie
Mrs.
Legg,
think that Mackey's real problem capable new city manager, meanHolderness.
D.
Mrs
and
as
while being obliged to run the
is that he did not realize that,
a "Top Banana", diplomacy pati- City themselves.
Harvey Pewitt, prominent Fulton County
ence and rapport with the city hall
and former State legislator, was re-electfarmer
and the citizens of the community
of the Rural Electrification Agency
president
ed
and
job
the
with
BIBLE
go
DIGEST
that
a.re items
counties, with other prominent
three
the
from
have to be taken into considerabeing elected to other offices.
Countians
Fulton
"But
imis
it
faith
without
tion.
secretary-treasurer, A. G.
Yarbro,
Bert
are:
They
possible to please him: for he that
Such items aren't mentioned cometh to God must believe that Campbell, Ray Adams and Carl Hastings, as diin Kentucky statutes, nor are they he is, and that he is a rewarder of rectors.
them that diligently seek him."
Voted one of Kentucky's "Best Ali Around"
Jack Carter, local postmaster, has been apHebrews 11:6
Weekly Pepin.
Fulton County chairman of the Crusade
pointed
Second-class postage paid at Fulton. Ky.
The casual seeker won't have
Freedom campaign. ;
for
12041
much success with God."When ye
Addnns all malt (subscriptions, change of
seek me with your whole heart ye
address. Forms 3879) to Post Office Box 307
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
shall find me."
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
AUGUST 25, 1925
Subscription Rates: 13.110 per year In Fulton.
"For by grace are ye saved
Vest C. Myers, superintendent of the Fulton
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Won
and Weakley Counties, Taws. Elsewhere through faith: and that not of City Schools, has arrived in the city to prepare
throughout The United States $4.10 per year. yourselves: it is the gift of God:
for the opening of the fall 1925-26 term. He will
Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% Saiii Not of works, lest any man should
be assisted by Mr. DeVault of Carr Institute and
Tax.
boast." Ephesians 2:8,9
J. Alexander, new principal of the High
Harvey
Secoassor of various weekly papers b Pullen
Salvation is a gift bought and School.
Ihe first of which was founded In 111811.
paid for by our Saviour, attainable
Published Fifty Thursdays ef The Year at
Sweeping price reductions; the new Essex
only by simple faith in the giver.
209 Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041

foot Market
out
railroad bridge
Street and jumped 60 feet into the water. Her
skirts acted as a parachute and bystanders said
she never went under, but her outspread skirts
floated her. Two men went out in a boat and
picked her up.

The log cabin, the device adopted by the Republican Party for their ballots, represents what
Kentucky would probably retrograde to, if the
party of the log cabin device should get in power.
The log house, being a useless waste of timber,
represents also the probable reckless extravagance with which the Republicans will handle
our state affairs. When you go to vote in November don't put your stamp under the log cabin—
Mayfield Mirror.
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"FACE THE NATION"
Albert Gore and Bill Brock
opponents for the Senate this
year are going to he guests on
the television program "Face
the Nation" some time in October.

BARNYAF
fewer peoy
store, a fe

19 PERCENT NATIONAL
About 19 percent of the 510
million acres of commercial
forest land in the United States
is in the National Forest System. Private ownership accounts for 72 percent and the
balance is in other state, federal and local holdings.

The following is the list of the Juror's for the RECORD HIGH AT hil.SU
September Term of Fulton Circuit Court Grand Registration of 465 students
Jury: J. A. Millit, John C. Roper, Alf McDaniel, at Murray State University for
three-week inter-session has
B. R. Walker, foreman. W. D. Powell Jr., E. B. the
raised the total summer enrollEddings, S. H. Carver, W. R. Henry, F. Pike, W. ment to 3,667—another record
J. Koker, John C. Browder and M. R. Shaw. high at the university.
Petit Jury: H. Edmindson, J. M. Freeman, W. M.
Kirk, Henry Treas. W. P. Curlin, A. E. Chappe,
THREE TIMES MORE
A. T. Thompson, A. M. DeBo, G. W.Powell, J. Farmers in the United States
H. Thomas, W. T. Bradley, Frank Barnett, J. A. today Phoduce nearly three
Townsend, T. J. Ballew, Tom Carver, B. F. Atte- times as'much per man-hour
of work as in 1960 and over six
berry. Ad Weatherly, E. F. Boggis, John Wilkins, ttmes
as much as in 1030, acW. D. Powell, Sr., Nat Adams, D. W. Dickinson, cording to New Holland Division of Sperry Rand,
John W. Campbell and John Witting.
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Miss Bynum,
Mr. Kimbro
Are Married

Miss Coleman, Mr. Bennett
Pledge Vows During August

Judy Jones (left) and Mrs. Mildred
THE DAISY OPENS IN SOUTH FULTON: Mrs.
morning at the new sportswear
Friday
last
"
Brown did a little last-minute "prettying-up
Butts posed for bookkeeping Sally
Jo
Mary
and
rd
Shephe
Brenda
models
while
shop,

In an impressive candlelight hop sleeves.
She carried a bouquet, lash
ceremony, Miss Catherine Ann
Coleman and Ronald L. Bennett ioned of white roses and an
were united in marriage at the orchid designed in a cascade
First United Methodist Church manner with baby's breath and
In Fulton. The Reverend Wil- ribbons tied in love knots.
liam G. Adams, pastor of the
Miss Denise Coleman served
church, performed the lovely her sister as maid of honor
seven
double ring ceremony at
and Mrs. Carbie Powers was
o'clock in the evening on Fri- her matron of . honor. The
.
1970
14,
day. August
bridesmaids were Miss Debra
The bride is the daughter of Beard and Miss Patricia HolMr. and Mrs. Fred C. Coleman laday, and the junior bridesof South Fulton and the groom maid was little Miss Lynne
is the son of Mrs. Horace Brown.
Stephens of Fulton and Paul
Little Miss Valerie Homra
Bennett of Detroit, Michigan. served as flower girl.
her
by
ge
marria
in
Given
The attendants for Mr. Benfather., the lovely young bride
were Dan Vogeli as beg
looked radiant in her gown of nett
and Greg Veneklasen,
ivory delustered satin, fashion- man,
Exum, Freddy Coleman,
ed with re-embroidered Alen- GlenAl Bennett as groomsmen.
con lace appliqued around the and
Coleman; brother of the
portrait neckline and long his- Mike
bride, served as ring bearer.
Assisting during the reception were Beverly Bennett,
Debbie Shoulders, Debbie
Cerney and Mrs. Arlin Vaughn.

Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Taylor
and Mrs. Leland Jewell were
honored at a lovely dinner
party recently at the Holiday
Inn.
The party was in honor of
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor's wedding
anniversary, and Mrs. Jewell's
birthday.
Mrs. Ruth Scott presented
both the honorees with coursages of white carnations.
Those attending the party to
celebrate with their friends
were Mr. and Mrs. Taylor,
Mrs. Jewell, Mr. and Mrs. Pete
Green, Mrs. Hank Adams, Miss
Ouida Jewell, and Tommy
Taylor.

Cue Sauvigne
Assistant On
Miami Station

On Friday, August 21, Miss
Gloria Jean Bynum became
the bride of Jimmy Kimbro, in
a lovely candlelight ceremony
parZli he home of the bride's
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bynum of Fulton.
The vows were exchanged at
6:11. and the double-ring ceremony %la, performed by Revfend James Lawson, pastor
of the Mt. Zion Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, and also
r.
the Rev. Joe Gar
The lovely bri e was given
L, zither, and
in marriage
!he wore a street length dress
coveerd with
satin
if white
lace.
• Miss Janie Harmon was the
maid of honor and Leslie Whitlock attended the groom as
best, man.
Following the reception, Mr.
and Mrs. Kimbro left for a
short wedding trip.
PRIZE WINNERS
Winners of prizes given at
The Daisy at their grand opening last week were: $5.00 gift
certificate, Helen Allen of Fulton: $10.00 gift certificate, Sallie Baker of<Fulton: $15.00 gift
certificate. Mrs. E. L. Hixson
of Fulton; $20.00 gift certifiwill
ss
Prince
dendron
cate, Mrs. Elgin Bullock of
Miss Carol Aim Bass, five National ithodo
Pageant at the Banana Wingo; $25.00 gift certificate.
appear in the parade and at the Princess
Nettie Roberts of South FulFestival Saturday night.
Lady wardrobe,
— ton: Magic
Mavis Moore of Fulton.
PROGRESSING
CONGRATULATIONS
The Dresden Housing ProCongratulations to both Fulject is progressing on schedule.
football
The contract for construction ton and South Fulton es this
of the 40 apartment unit will teams on their victori outteams did
be let when all the existing weekend. Both
standing jobs.
buildings are vacated.

Reggie Martin, Vice-President and General Manager of
WGBS in Miami, Fla. has appointed Cile Sauvigne' Assistant
to the Promotion Director, and
Women's Director.
Cite will develop women's
program features and act as
Eason between women's organizations and groups for
WGBS where the a,cent is on
"Adults as well as children
Women's Activities.
should keep their immunizaale's radio experience in- tions up to date," says Chaircludes three years as Account man Menees County Board of
Executive, Woman's Director Health.
, Encron, Fortrel,
Moving?? Use clean, terry- Avlin, Dacron
and Air Personality for a 45Citing an example of how
Catha.
minute daily program, with immunization can save lives cloth towels instead of news- Kodel and Trevir Hickman,
son.
Radio Station WENK, Union and money, Chairman Menees paper to pack clean dishes. erine C. Thomp 236-2351
City, Tennessee, a member sta- said, of the 8 tetanus cases re- When you unpack in your new Ky. 42050 Phone:
tion'of the Dixie Broadcasting corded in Kentucky last year, home, they will all be ready to
SHOPPING ABILITY &
Roper,
Company.
5 were among adults. Two of use. — Dauveen M.
SPENDING HABITS
December, 1969 she was the 8 cases resulted in death." County Extension Agent. CourtIn
A self quiz can help you
Older people will describe appointed Director for the "The cost of hospitalization house, Mayfield, Ky. 42066 —
evaluate your own spending
their needs in the Older Amernity Club Awards Cam- alone for each of the 8 tetanus l'hone: 247-2334
the Kentucky icans Community White House Commu
of
r
habits and shopping ability. 1.
curato
burn,
ted
Black
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SOCIETY RECEIVES PRINT
of the Forums which will be held through June, 1970.
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Need Shots Too
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The past two weeks for us
was spent visiting relatives and
friends in Detroit, Michigan.
We saw our new grandson,
Chad Everett Lewis, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Lewis. The
boy was born August 16. Ile is
one of the finest little fellows a
grandmother cauld ever want.
We also visited our daughter,
Betty Jo, and her son, Steve,
and visited our niece and her
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Coarad
Antosiok, and one evening we
visited with Mr. and Mrs. Boaz

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bruce left
The Reverend Bobbye Copeand
land filled his regular appoint- Sunday for their new home
near
ment at the New Salem Baptist work. They will be located
Mrs.
Church the past Sunday at Lexington. Kentucky.
Evie
11:00 a. m., and Sunday School Thomas Bruce and Mrs.
was held at 10:00 a. m. In the Mitchell went with them to
afternoon. the 1st Sunday after- carry a load of furniture, but
mem singing was held. Some they will return Monday.
fine vocal music was rendered. Mrs. Grace Armstrong and
Miss Kay Mathis was the Jimmie were guests Sunday of
pianist. and Mr. Kenneth Mrs. Myrtle Latta for lunch
cherry the song director. Many and later a visit in her home
leaders took part. Evening at Water Valley.
worship was called off.
Mrs. I.avada McClure is doFrom the bedside of Mr. and ing well following surgery at
Mr:. Chap- Johnson, who are the Baptist Hospital in Mempatients in the Weakley County phis last Tuesday. Her room
Hospital, word is that Mrs. number is 1563,
Johnson is doing quite well and
-an now walk with a walker. erts are moving from our comMr. Johnson is still under treat- munity to Nashville to be with
ment. We hope he will respond her sister who is alone and not
very soofr and be restored to so well.
better health. „
Mrs. Richard Berlage is rehis. Ivy Vincent of Pilot covering nicely from major
her
aak. Kentucky is here with
surgery at the Ohion County
si,ler. Mrs, Grover True and Hospital.
Mr. True. She is having a nice
Mrs. Odell Cantrell continues
vkit.
at the point of death in El
Mr. and Mrs. Basie Mathis Paso, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Durell McCall
returned home the past Thursday from Hickman, North visited Mr. and Mrs, Edward
Carolina, after spending a Wells last Wednesday at their
week with their children, Har- home in Jeffersontown, Kenold and Roy Mathis and fam• tucky. Mrs. Wells is the former
Nancy Cummingham.
Good Springs CPW met at
Get-well wishes are sent to
for their
Johnnie Mansfield,- teenage son the Church Thursday
with seven
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mansfield. regular meeting
Tennessee. members present. The proTullahoma.
of
In A
Johnnie is a victim of injuries gram,, 1 'God's Plans
presentto his foot. by coming in con- Changing World" was
Wintact with a power mower. He ed by Frances Watkins,
and Louise
was rushed to Nashville Hos- nie Cunningham
The final lesson
pital for treatment, and he will Westbrook.
Reluctant Misbe in a cast some four weeks. "Jonah. The
given by Jackie
The cut was between his toes. sionary" was
Bruce, president,
and caused an ugly wound uji Bethel. Mary
meetinto his foot, tendons cut and presided at the business
made to make
also the ball joint of the big ing. Plans were
for the
toe. The •Mansfields were form- a clothing collection
Frances
er residents of Fulton. Ken- Fulton clothes bank.
Bethel
tucky, moving to Tullahoma Watkins and Jackie
were elected delegates to the
some six years ago.
meets
which
Prsbyterian CPW
Mr. and Mrs. eugene Lassi- September 22 at McKenzie.
spent
ter oL Martin, Tennessee
The next meeting will be dethe past weekend in Chicago, voted to the presentation of the
in the interest of the Mid South Stewardship book, "Why PeoMilk Company. They returned ple Give."
home Sunday.
Stephanie and Lisa, small
daughters of Mr. and Mrs.
GUEST, SONG LEADER
Larry Watkins, are still under
The Reverend Billy Bob the doctor's care.
Mrs. Estella Wright of DresMoore of Beaumont, Texas
will be the guest song leader den returned Saturday from a
for the Revival at the First visit with her son. Joe Wright,
Baptist Church September 13 and brother, Bunis Westbrook,
through September .20. Y'all of Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Chap Johnson
come.
continue about the same at
Share The News with • Friend the Weakley County Hospital.

LIBRARY CORNER—
(continued From Page Two)
appeal not only to the amateur
wine maker but to the professional as well.
AMERICA THE RAPED, by
Gene Marine. This slashing
broadside is aimed at halting
the witless overwhelming tide
of human energy that threatens
to spoil beyond repair some of
nature's most splendid achievements—the waters, wildlife and
vegetation of the American
continent. Here is a sharp outcry that commands every
thoughtful American to reflect
on the price we pay for the
technological blitz-krieg that
we confuse with PROGRESS.

British marched on Lexington
and Concord, "spread the
alarm through i every Middlesex village and farm," thus, in
a sense, beginning the American Revolution. BUT, not
many people know that he was
a fine silversmith whose original pieces are prized by museums and collectors, and
whose designs are today copied
by si lver manufacturers
throughout the world. This
book tells of these engravings.
JOURNEY FOR JOI0DEL,
by Guy Owen. During the Depression in the harsh tobacco
economy of North Carolina. the
most important and exciting
day in the life of a young boy
was his first annual trip to the
tobacco auction. Journey deals
with this special day in Joedel's
life. His situation is precarious
— for despite his love of life,
his family, and his work, he
really doesn't know what he is.
Jodel's father is white, his
mother is Indian; therefore, he
is not "white" in the eyes of
his neighbors/

REVERE'S ENPAUL
GRAVINGS, by Clarence S.
Brigham. This lovely book,
brought up to date, is here offered for the first time to the
general public. Everyone knows
that Paul Revere was the man
who, at midnight on the 18th of
April in 1775, crossed In a
small boat from Boston to
THE KYLE CONTRACT, by
Charlestown and, when the Donald MacKenzie. When Sebastian Kyle hired Brady Jordan to provide evidence of his
wife's infidelity, neither man
expected Jordan to fall in love
with her. This unforeseen development changed the whole
picture. With documentary
proof that her husband had deliberately planned her seduction, Joanne Kyle decides to
make him pay—and pay plenty.
A prominent film director
should be an easy mark for
blackmail, but Joanne's plan
misfires.

Meacham in Levonia, Michigan
for a while. They send their
hello's to all the old acquaintances. They had planned to
drive to Kentucky for a visit
with relatives and friends this
fall, but poor health keeps
them from coming down.
We enjoyed our vacation, but
have to admit that It is good to
be back in Kentucky. My, how
the grass has grown.
Those visiting us since we
have been home are Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Hopkins and Mr.
and Mrs. Henson Jones:.
Mrs. Nell Winstead and Mrs.
Aline Williams were in Greenfield. Monday afternoon shop-

ping and enjoyed dinner there.
We were glad to have our
friends call and welcome us
home. Thanks for remembering us. We love you all.
I do not know any news
around the heighborhood as I
have not been home—Hope
everyone is well and happy,
and let us all remember a little happiness is found when we
scatter happiness around.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wilson,
Mrs. Lola Morrison, Mrs. Judy
Hazlewood and children spent
the week end recently with
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Morrison
and Billie Jean in Chicago.
Mr. Barren Dixon was returned from the Baptist Hospital in Memphis last Sunday
by a Jackson Brothers Ambul1 PERCENT LESS
ance. He is better at this writing.
Milk production in the United
Word was received in LathStates in 1969 totaled 116.2
billion pounds, about 1 percent am Saturday, that Mr. Tom
(Toodlem) Brundige had sufless than in 1968.

Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love
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Bell Chapel C. M. E. Church was organized in 1887 by Rev. G.
W. Bell, pastor, Rev. J. W. Samples, P. E. with the Rt. Rev, Isaac
Lane, presiding -bishop.
Serving on the Board of Trustees were Garlin Green, Louis
Warner and Felix Wade and on the Board of Stewards were Elder
Higgins, George Hamilton, Bro. Payne and Robert Branch.
Among the first members of the Board of Stewardesses were
Sisters Mary Hamilton, Hannah Barksdale, Mariah Sisson, Sister
Wade and Arnie Mitchell.
When first organized, the church was located where the Illinois Central Railroad depot now stands. With the coming of the
Illinois Central, a new building was erected on the present site on
Third Street. In 1907 the frame structure was repaired and enhanced with brick veneer.

Hickman, Ky.

236-2655

Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At qw Storis—or at your door

Pt

within the walls of her sanctuary.
Rev. L. C. Chism, who resides in Paducah is the pastor.
SCHEDULE OF SERVICES
Sunday — Sunday School
Morning Worship ......
Youth Fellowship
Thursday - Mid-Week Service

Fulton

The Citizen's Bank

•

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-1853

Through the years Bell Chapel has stood as a beacon light in
the City of Fulton, giving spiritual light to men and women in all
walks of life. Located as it is, near the railroad station, many a
traveler has paused to worship there between trains. As in the days
of the past, so today. The doors of Bell Chapel C. M. E. Church
stand ajar, offering spiritual comfort to those Who tarry there

This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronise them.
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Greenfield Monument Works

went surgery recently.
Chess Morrison had minor
surgery for a growth on his
face recently. His condition remains about the same. Recent
were: Mrs. Jack
visitors
Pogue and Robert and Randy,
Mr. and Mrs. Jetter Bowfin,
Mr. Cappie Bowlin, Bruce
Laird, Jr. of Chicago; Allen
Freeman of San Bernadena,
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Bowlin, Mr. and Mrs. 0. M.
Morrison, Mrs. Madge Cummings, Mr. and Mrs. Red
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patiznt at the Baptist Hospital vey Vaughn and
in Memphis where she under- Owensby.

fered a stroke at the Weakley
County Nursing Home, and
was rushed to the Volunteer
Hospital where he remains
some better.
Mr. Irvine Shanklin in recuperating at his home in Latham following major surgery
at the Methodist Hospital in
Memphis. Mr. and Mrs. Dale
Cummings, Sabrina and Paul
B. Cummings, of Louisville,
Kentucky, spent last week end
with home folks. Mr. Ike Legens is a patient at the Weakley County Hospital in Martin.
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Fall Fashion Favorites
For Back-to-School
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HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients
in the Fulton Hospitals the
week of September 9:
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Fashion goes back to school this month and
with it goes a return to the classic checks and ginghams.
The popular poncho, the long-torso school
dress, and the ever popular knit are the major subjects girls will be covering as the new semester begins.
The boys will be wearing their traditional gaily
colored wash and wear cottons, made to survive
almost any activity.
Each of the youngsters below presents a different look, all perfect for cool fall days and jumping in leaves.

Glen and Brian Harper are headed for the top of
class in their casual slacks and shirts.

the

Ponchos for the grade school set have all the new fashion/
chic that big girl ponchos have. Dawn Barker wears hers
over a matchingjumper.

Ready for the first grade-Sharon Gash
stops the traffic in her long-torso knit
dress with its own little jacket.

Vets Aide Coming
Here September 18

Mr. If S. Miles, a Contact
Representative of the Bureau
of Veterans Affairs, will be
140 Broadway, South Fulton present on Sept. 18, 1970, at the
Chamber of Commerce in FulPhone 479-1864
ton, Ky., to assist veterans and
m
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their dependents with claims
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sult of their military service.
—Downs end McGee Carpeting
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Share The News with a Friend
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youth in
Michael McKueon mores with the ease of
those
his short plaid pants that are just rightfor
late summer school days.

"Good Earth" Is Theme In
Youth Essay Competition

Missie Adams begins her sophomore year fit a clank
shirtwaist detailed with bold contrast and accessort•
zed with a bright scarf.

Photo Story by Karen Tam 8z Lois Cami;g111
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Declaring that gogo girl acts in bars in
some Kentucky cities are too extreme, State
Alcoholic Beverage Control Commissioner
Shirley Palmer-Ball has set a public hearing
for Sept. 22 on proposed regulations.
The intended rules would specify in detail what exposures, gestures and activities
would be forbidden, says a story this week
from thiKentucky Department of information.
We presume they'll also change the title
from "Go-Go" to "Stop-Stop" girls.
Time and new generations soften memories; take the case of Jesse James, for instance.
Jesse James was a no-good, feared outlaw who terrorized banks, trains, stagecoaches and the general public back before
the turn of the century. He prowled all
around up in my native northwest Missouri,
and was finally killed in St. Joe by his own
cousin in order to collect a sizeable reward
posted by the federal government and the
State of Missouri. The nation rejoiced.
Whenever Jesse James was reported to
be in or around St. Joe. every bank up there
became an arsenal of bristling weapons, with
employees living in terror of a holdup and a
gunfight.
Jesse, whose gang was largely made up
of Kentuckians and who himself had roots in
Kentucky.once came to Russellville, held up
the Southern Bank there, shot two men and
escaped with $9000.
The old bank building is still standing,
complete with bullet holes, and they're
thinking of keeping it open as a Jesse James
museum.
Do you reckon they'll be doing the same
sort of thing for the college campus rioters,
100 years from now?
The chain eateries come and go, but
this Kentucky'Fried Chicken outfit is something else. You perhaps read a couple of
weeks ago where Kentucky Fried Chicken
is now being franchised to operate all over
Japan (to the tune of handsome royalties),
and here is a little addenda we picked up
last week:
KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN CORPORATION'S franchised and company-owned outlets led all commercial food operations
in food sales for the second consecutive year
In 1969, according to Institutions Magazine.
The publication's sixth annual survey estimated sales of KFC chicken, fish and chips,
20
and beef outlets ot $581 million, nearly
per cent larger than the next largest commercial operation.
A year ago- the survey listed KFC sales
at $430.1 million.
The three largest food service institutions continue to be the U. S. Army (1.066.2million), U. S. Department of Agriculture
School Lunch Program ($761.9 million), and
the U. S. Navy ($616 million). .
KFC President John Y. Brown, Jr. said
"this independent survey indicates that Kentucky Fried Chicken Corporation is continuing to grow at a more rapid rate than our
industry as a whole." He said the corporation's projected estimates of new openings
during the current fiscal year of 750 new
outlets (500 KFC stores and 250 H. Salt, esq.
English Fish & Chips shoppes) is on schedule.
I put this in here because when you
travel, in addition to being able to answer
any questions about the Banana Festival,
you obviously need to know something about
Kentucky's fried chicken business. By the
way, have you ever eaten any of it? I never
have. I doubt that it's any improvement on
our local restaurants.
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Ralph Hardy examines stand of Red Clover and Orchard Grass seeded last fall on his
farm near Fulton. This crop, which he plans to cut for hay as well as for a seed crop,
works well in rotations on sloping cropland in the county.

OBION COUNTY Rotating Row And Sod Crops
Is Successful Practice Here

Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.
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56
is highly susceptible and weaDOUBLE FEATURE
22
79
56
Cordially,
.2
ther conditions are adverse we
STARTS AT DUSK
23
77
62
.5
often find premature death of
/s/ W. M. Qualls
24
88
66
.8
RICHARD HARRIS
the leaves of the corn. Control
25
86
63
trace
A Man Called Horse of this disease will have to be
26
96
59
trace
obtained by rotations and plant27
98
- AND 63
0
ing of resistant varieties.
28
98
66
War Wagon
We have had several rumors
29 100
67
0
that you could not safely feed
30 102
69
0
SUNDAY - MONDAY
cattle green chop or silage
Small Business Administra- 31
86
70
.8
from
corn
infected
with
South- tion business loans have helpSEPTEMBER 1961
SEPTEMBER 13 - 14
ern Corn Leaf Blight. This is ed thousands of small firms 1
91
69
.2
DOUBLE FEATURE
a fungus and can apparently get started, expand, grow and 2
92
74
0
STARTS AT DUSK
produce a toxin, but from prosper as stated by R. B. 3
90
72
trace
You Are What You Eai everything U. T. can find out Blankenship, SBA District Di- 4 95 70
0
the corn silage, green chop, rector.
5
92
71
trace
- AND and grazing of stuble is safe as
In its continued effort to 6 100
70
trace
The Girl Who Knew far as cattle feed. Mississippi serve the citizens of Paducah 7 98 70
Experiment Station at Poplar- and surrounding area, an SBA 8
99
70
Too Much
ville is conducting research representative will be at that
now. On July 2 they started agency's part-time office in the
TUESDAY -WEDNESDAY
feeding green chop and silage City Hall on the Second Floor,
to
steers from an infected field. Paducah, Kentucky, on ThursSEPTEMBER 15 - 16
To date no ill effects have been day, Sept. 17. The office will
Waymon Clyde Smith, age
DOUBLE FEATURE
observed in the cattle. Infor- be open from 9:00 a. m. until 36, of Route 4,
STARTS AT DUSK
Fulton, Kenmation from Indiana. Florida. 3.00 p. m.
tucky, has loot his driver's liIowa and Alabama reports no
In addition to an SBA loan cense for the week
Billy The Kid Vs.
ending
ill effects in this or previous representative, there will be a August 28, 1970,
for speeding in
Dracula
years.
SCORE (Service Corps of Re- excess of 25 miles
per limit
- AND if infected corn is harvested tired Executives) Counselor over the
posted speed. Thls
as green chop or silage, realize available to talk with small was released
Jesee James Meets
by the departthat the quality will be low de- business inquirers. SCORE ment of
Public Safety to the
Frankensteins Daugh- pending on the severity
and representatives in the Paducah Traffic Safety Coordinating
ter
stage of maturity of the corn area are Robert R. Sachs and Committee,
um license has
when infected and harvested.
Ross L Cochran.
been revoked for 90 days.
SOUTHERN CORN LEAF
BLIGHT

Letters Of Interest

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

SBR Rep. Plans
Paducah Visit

Loses License
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semblance to what is taught in the classroom.
If I may be permitted a bit of female
sentimentality, I must say that even during
the rough times I marvelled that such a fine,
clean-cut, courteous, respectful, young fellow
could be a part of what we call this modern
generation.

LOCAL BAND(continued from Page One
area in the mid-south to perform for the Battle of the
Bands. The selections were
made from a large number of
applicants
wishing to perform at the event.
The Battle of the Bands will
begin following the three-mile
long parade on Saturday
morning. A Barbecue dinner
will be served at the City Park,
where persons attending will
also be given a free serving
of the world's largest Banana
Pudding.

I have depended on him to such an
alarming degree that I can scarcely condition
myself to the times in the future when I will
not say: "Ask Joel about it, he'll know what
to do!" And he did.
He thought of the little things. No matter how late he worked, he was right on time
the next morning. Somehow when I didn't
come back from Mississippi when I should
have I hardly worried at all, because I knew
that Joel would take care of everything. And
he did.
I am sure he has never met a stranger.
For a young fellow he has an amazing adaptability to people and situations. During our
long and late hours here at the Courier, with
three females around him, he kept our
spirits up and would volunteer to do those
chores that we women folks were too pooped
out to perform.
I shall never forget the time when I was
giving him unholy misery for an inaccuracy
in a story. He just sat there and never uttered a word, which sort of irritated me more
than a little bit.
When the blast-off was over he simply
said: "Hi Todd!"
He was mimicking me for trying to get
my grandson to utter some words over the
telephone. Of course the fracas ended up
with everybody laughing out loud.
If Joel reads proof on this column I
hope he will get the message before it gets
into print that I shall always be deeply
grateful, not only for his help beyond the
call of duty, but also that wherever he goes,
whatever he chooses to do, he will always
have a special niche in my Personal Hall Of
Fame.
And even without asking them, I am
sure that Edna Earl Bruner and Helen MacLaren concur wholeheartedly.

4 SHIR"
laund

Thel

218 E.

MARVIN WRATHER
(Continued from Page Ono

WINNER: Donnie McKnight
holds the winner's trophy presented him by the Hickman
Country Club following the
club's Labor Day golf tournament. Donnie led a field of
around 100 participants.
RETURNS HOME
,
Chris McKinney, daughter of
Mr. James McKinney of South
Fulton, has returned home
from her summer work at the
Pentagon. The officials reported she did an excellent job, and
she will resume her studies as
a senior at the University of
Tennessee at Martin.

Marie Hoke, of Route 1, Murray; three sisters, Mrs. Mavis
McCamish and Mrs. Raymond
Story, both of Murray, and
Mrs. James Roberts of Clinton; two brothers, William
Wrather of Murray and Stephen E. Wrather of Alexandria,
Virginia.

Parts For All
Electric Shavers Al:

Nat

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

FOR SALE
This Week Only

‘111

BIG 48-oz. JAR

COTTON BLOSSOM HONEY
$1.00
COME TO 311 HOLMES STREET
South Fulion, Tennessee

You Are Invited To A

RECEPTION
For

Miss Debbie Patton
Miss Teen - Age America

At

The Community Center
Carr and Valley Streets, Fulton

Cl

Sun
)
1

Friday4p.m.to6p.m.
Informal, Bring The Family
Refreshments? Naturally
Courtesy of the

Dr. Pepper Bottling Co.
A Dyersburg
Serving Northwest Tennessee for Forty Years.
411•1.4.11•111.,411=1.t

SWEATER SPECIAL

6
W# 1
11 1
1 41137
1.
67
-

G

49c
-pt. 10, 1970

THE NEWS =

MART
,A

August 31 thru Sept. 12
/All sweaters regardless of style and weight,
cleaned and blocked —
4 SHIRTS — white or color, profeuionally1
laundered, folded or on hangers —

II1151

LTON. K ENT UCKY

Of interest to Homemakers
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Elvis Stahr Will Deliver Address
On Festival's 'International Day'

All shirts over 4 — 25c each
These Prices are cash and carry at

0. K. PARISIAN
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS
Phone 472-1700
218 E State Line

A nationally famous Kentuckian, and a native of Fulton County, will deliver the principal
address on International Day at the Eighth Annual Banana Festival on September 11.
Dr. Elvis Jacob Stahr, Jr., president of the
National Audubon Society and former secretary
of the Army, former president of the University
of Indiana and a gentleman whose biography
runs almost two pages in Hamilton Tapp's edition of "Kentucky Lives," confirmed the invitation with W. P. Burnette, president of the International Banana Festival on Tuesday.

RATHER
Page One)
Route 1, Mwa, Mrs. Mavis
Mrs. Raymond
Murray, and
.berts of Clinkers, William
ay and Stephof Alexandria,

Name
BRAND
Sports

avers Al:
.mpany

Discounts

CLOTHESLINE

11

Southern Village Shopping
Center

Dr. Stahr, son of the late
Judge Elvis Stahr and Mrs. program of friendship through
Mary Stahr of Hickman, will understanding. He has served
arrive in Fulton on Thursday as necial assistant to the Secnight, He will leave Fulton on retary of the Army under the
Friday night and be flown by Truman Administration and
charter flight to Nashville then became Secretary of the
where he will depart for Day- Army when his close friend
John F. Kennedy assumed the
ton, Ohio and another speaking Presidency. He also
served in
engagement. His address will the Eisenho'Ner Administration
be on Friday at 2 p. m. with a as Consultant for Reserve
reception at the Fulton County Forces hi the As,iistant Secretary of the Army.
Club later, in his honor.
Dr. Stahr has served on alThis native Fulton Countian
most every prestigious Comis eminently and illustriously,
mission organized in Kentucky
qualified to speak on the Fesand America and has served
tival's "Project-Unite Us " a
as Dean of the Law School of
the University of Kentucky.
In 1048 he was selected by
the United States Chamber of
Commerce as one of the Ten
Outstanding Young Men in
America.
"We have long hoped that
Dr. Stahr could be available to
us as The International Day
speaker," Burnette said in
making the announcement to
the news media on Wednesday.
"Our dreams have come true
today," he added.

South Fulton
Sally J. Baker, Owner & Mgr.

Your Choice
HUNTING COAT
or
PANTS
$4.99

Shotgun Shells Wholesale
By The Box Or Case

2 In 5 Were Living
In 1930s' Depression
WASHINGTON—Only two out
of five Americans living today
were alive during the Great Depreasion of the 1930s. Only one
out of two Americans was alive
during Worm War II. And 25
per cent of Americans now living were born after 1957, when
the first manned satellite was
launched.

Railroad Salvage
Company
Lake St. — Fulton, Ky.

I

Welcome To The Banana Festival
KASNOWS DEPARTMENT STORE

Group Of Better

Summer Dresses
V2 PRICE

SPORTSWEAR
$1.99
PANTY
HOSE
79c

Seamless
•

Nylon Stretch

HOSIERY
4 pair $1.

SLACKS
$7.00
Ladies Western

1 KNIT TOlPS
i $4. and $6.

1

1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1

448 - 452 LAKE STREET

Debbie Patton Is
Coming To Festival
Miss Debbie Patton, of Odessa. Texas, the 1970 Miss TeenAge America, will attend the
International Banana Festival.
She will arrive in Fulton on
Thursday, September 10, and
will remain through Friday
and Saturday, participating in
all phases of the Festival.
Miss Patton's visit in Fulton
is sponsored by the Dr. Pepper
Company of Dyersburg.

12,000 Firms
Have Planes
NEW YORK—As recently as
15 years ago virtually no planes
were designed for business use.
Today more than 12,000 companies operate more than 24,000
planes, some costing $4.5 million each.

(Speaker, Dr. Elvis J. Stahr)

Tent Auditorium
Reception
5:00 P. M.
Fulton Country Club
7:30 P. M. Tent Auditorium COUNTRY WESTERN SHOW
Sonny James & The Southern Gentlemen - Barbara Mandrel'
10:00 P. M.
Teen Dances
Legion Building
10:30 P. M.
Tent
Adult Dances
Saturday,September 12, 1970
ALL EXHIBITS OPEN
10:30 A. M.
Parade
,
12:00 Noon
City Park
Barbecue & Banana Pudding
1:00 P.M.
Tent
BATTLE OF THE BANDS
(free)
2:00 - 4:00 P. M.
Puppet Shows - Aerial Acts
4:00 P. M.
Free Downtown
Band Cbncert
7:00 P. M.
Carr Auditorium
Pre-pageant Entertainment
Dixieland Jazz
7:30 P. M.
Carr Auditorium
Princess Pageant
Tent Auditorium
Dixieland Jazz Concert 8:15 P.M.
Legion Building
Teen Dances
10:00 P. M.
10:30 P. M.
Tent
Princess Ball
Mdst Events At Kitty Leacsue Park

Only Opossum Left
ATLANTA—Marsupials— anim'91s that carry their young in
pouches like kangaroos — were
once common in North America, but the only member of this
clan remaining is the opossum.

Reg. 2 For SlIc

2 for 29c
AQUA VELVA
Silicone Lather
1-oz; Reg. 9k

i
I

Phyllis
Campbell
(The former Phyllis
Blackwell)
is opening a

49c
MAN POWER
Deodorant
4-oz. Reg. $1.

School Of
Dancing
in Fulton

51c

60-in. Wide
Selection of Colors

54-Inches Wide
Machine Washable

$1.59 yard

$5.00 yard

Classes will start

FDS(3-oz.)
Reg. Price $1.50

Sept. 19 1970
at the Chamber of
Commerce Building
in Fulton, Ky.

99c
Dermicel

I
I
1

1
JEANS
i
$5.00—ii i
Save On These And Many Other Bargains At
i

KASNOW'S

Elvis J. Stahr

Friday, September 11, 1970
Governors' Day And Latin American Friendship Day
9:30 A. M.
_
All Exhibits Open
9:45 A. M.
Ceremonies Avenue of The Americas
10:00 A. M.
Derby
Get Acquainted Coffee
10:00 A. M.
Free
_ _ _
Puppet Shows
Tour of Exhibits
10:30 A. M.
GOVERNORS'LUNCHEON
12:00 Noon
Holiday Inn
Puppet Shows - Aerial Acts - Music
2:00 - 4:00
Free
2:30 P. M.
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS PROGRAM

BATTERIES

i Specials For This Week;
DRESSES
$4.99

Thursday, September 10
ALL EXHIBITS OPEN
9:00 A. M.
ANTIQUE SHOW & SALE
2:00 P. M.
Concert — The Schillings
2:00 to 4:00 P. M.
Aerial Exhibit
Free
7:30 P. M.
Tent Auditorium
JOFFREY II BALLET"
10:00 P. M.
Tent
Adult Dances
10:00 P. M.
Legion Building
Teen Dances

"Ray-O-Vac" 0-Cell

— Friendly, Courteous Service Since 1919

Ladies

— AT THE EIGHTH INTERNATIONAL

SUPER SAVINGS
At Evans Drug
,

—And To—

Final Clearance!
Summer

Things Are Swinging
_
BANANA FESTIVAL

1st AID TAPE
va x 160"; Reg. 59c

Parents interested
in the child
taking dancing
lessons should call )

479-1964

39c

daytime, or

PHISOALX
5-oz. Reg. $1.60

$1.09
VO-5 SHAMPOO
15 el

Reg $1.98

99c
EVANS DRUG CO.
Lake St,

Fulton

479-2259
nights
or come by the
Chamber of
Commerce
building in
Fulton on

Saturday,
Sept. 19, 1970.

— Flare Bottom
— Denim- 8 - 18
— Checks, Stripes

$2.99

— Solids, Plaids,
Stripes and Knits
— Perna - Press
— Just Arrived!

$1.99

Fulton, Ky.
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WELCOME TO THE EIGHTH
TERNATIONAL BANANA FESTIVAL
I Ai_ 11-- 1

A

FULTON, KENTUCKY—SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

I 111

SUPE

.

AI

11'

Wednesday Se t. 9 thru Saturday Se t. 12 1970
Lb.
SAVE MORE AT A&P ... while you
shop in colorful, modern convenience!
Power check-stands, power-operated entrance doors, colorful wall
murals, color-keyed and brightlydecorated departments ... complete
health and beauty aids section, nonfoods section, gourmet and partytype foods, "easy-reach" self-service
meat, dairy, produce and frozen-food
cases, an ample parking lot, and a
"heart-of-downtown" location makes
A&P convenient for your other shopping, too.
A&P, the nation's oldest food
chain, didn't become "Number one"
by being second best!

LEGEND

Cap'. JI

BREADEI

of the map below
1. Chamber of Commerce
Festival Headquarters
2. Kitty League Park; Cabana,City.
3. Parade Starts Here
4. Parade ends Here
5. Barbecue
6. Princess Pageant
7. A&P
LO. Community Center
Li. Teen dances (Legion Bldg.)
•Hospitals
Railroad

Coda

g

The A&P Supermarket at Fourth and Mears Streets in Fulton
/

TACK-5°n PkikthASE

For over 34 years A&P has served the fine folks in Fulton and surrounding areas with good food and friendly, courteous service. A&P is a part of the community ... and we're
ready to join the community in extending a warm hand of
friendship and welcome to the many visitors here for the
Eighth International Banana Festival. Let us serve you in
style at our new Early American store.

A & P FRESH CH

Orange
Squash••••
YELLOW

NON-DAIRY
COFFEE CREAP

Prean
BOTTLE OF SO

Bayer k
A 4 P CORN OIL

Margarin
Testi-Fria

BIRDS-EYE FROZ

HUNGRY JACK
INST. MASHED

POtelti
PRICE

441-4ilifIllu14141111

sovro sku.."2,4

GOOD

King

5-LB 4-0Z
DETERGE

Wk
Good Only
Regulsr Pti
Coupon E
LIM 1 Co

••••••••oran.ondiromPloun.4011.

Fulton, Ky.

Super-Right

Chuck Roast

FRESH

Peas
Potatoes

Area Art Show To Feature
Don Carmichael At Festival

BONELESS BEEF

3-LB. PKG. OR MORE

ARM CUT BEEF

3-L11:. PKG. OR MORE

-69c

Cap'. Joke

1 Cod or

2-LB. PKG. $

1 LB
CANS

29t
859C
-88c
-59C

Whole Fryers
Pork Roast
Chuck Roast
Hamburger
Swiss Steak
Ground Beef

his exhibit.
Carmichael will share the spotlight with other guest artists from
Kentucky.
A graduate of the Herron Art Institute of Indiana University and
Purdue University. Carmichael has been selected for listing in
"ARTISTS/USA 1970 71."

A&P WHITE

LB

7-RIB PORTION

BREADED

Carmichael, Art instructor of Union University, Jackson,
Tennessee. will exhibit his paintings during the 8th International
Banana Festival in conjunction with the AREA ARTISTS' FESTIVAL.
Carmichael, a member of the Visual Arts Advisory Council of the
Tennessee Arts Commission, works in all medias and will accompany

SULTANA

Lb. 68t

UT

Page 3

Don

CHUCK
STEAK
SUPER-RIGHT BL
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ALLEN'S

A P
Applesauce Golden Corn
French Style Green Beans

09

Perch

Professional and amateur The event will be held at th
Kitb
artists in a five-state area are exhibition building in
reception ii,
invited to participate in the League Park The
in
regional area artists Festival free and all art enthusiasts
to attend.
to be staged in conection with the area are urged
the Eighth Annual internaTo Quit Farms
tional Banana Festival to be Million
BONN — The West German
staged in the twin cities of Fulton. Ky. and South Fulton, government predicts that the
Tennessee from September 8 present farm labor force of 2.4
through September 12.
million will drop to 1.4 millica
by 1980.
The Art Festival officially
miens on Wednesday. September 9. at 10:30 a. m. in the exhibition - building in Kitty
League Park. Prizes totaling
$200 will be awarded to works
entered in oils, water colors,
pastels, pen and ink, creative
FRUIT STAND
s-titchery and other media. The
entries will be divided into pro(Kentucky AV9. at
fessional and amateur groups,
North Parkway
with separate prizes to be
awarded in each category. A
Junction)
limit of three entries may be
submitted.
Highlighting the Art Festival
will be the appearance of Don.
Cooking and Eating
Carmichael, professor of Art
at Union University in Jackson,
Tenn. Mr. Carmichael will fill
the position of "artist in residence" for the Festival, and
will spend the entire Festival
period in the twin cities. He is
President of the Jackson Art
Association and has held oneman shows in Indianapolis,
Jackson, Memphis and Galax,
Virginia,
Mrs. James Green and Mrs.
Jack Allen, co-chairmen of the
Art Festival advised that all
entries must be original works,
must be suitably framed, and
ready to hand on display. All
entries must be delivered to
the Exhibition Building at Kitty.
League Park between the hours
of 8 a. m. and 12 p. hi. on September 8. Mailed entries
should be in the Banana Festival office by September 5.
Doug Horsely, a distinguished artist of Cincinnati, with a
Fridays & Saturdays
long experience in judging discriminating exhibits will judge
Beginning Sept. 4
the show on September 8. All
entries will remain on display
peduring the entire Festival
riod.
A reception for Mr. CarmichOwner & Operator
ael will be held from two until
four p. m. on Wednesday, Septhr
time
which
tember 9 at
winning awards will be present
ed by Princess Janet Porter

APPLES

$3.00

BUSHEL

Fulton

CARROTS

Fish Market

LADY SCOTT

East State Line

2-ROLL PKGS.

Bathroom Tissue
Facial Tissue

OPEN

BOXES OF 200

A & P FRESH

CHILLED

JUMBO MELONS

Honeydews

YELLOW

NON-DAIRY
COFFEE CREAMER

pream

Bayer Aspirin
Margarine
Tasti-Fries,
BIRDS-EYE FROZEN

94
49c

3 894
$1

EACH

slog 204

20-JAORZ.7

BOTTLE OF SO

A •P CORN OIL

James E.Pirtle

88C
Potatoes 2048c

Orange Juice
Squash

JANE PARKER

White Bread

iWiEG:1c\lEALL
FUNkuc
STANDARD
ENCYCLOPEDIA

$1.89
"

CTNS.

Per v4iMe

We're to confident that you'll want
the complete set after looking through

LVES.

just one volume, we're offering
Volume No. 1 at the trial price of

HUNGRY JACK
INST. MASHED

Potatoes

7

ROBEY'S ANTMUES
2'it miles south of Fulton on Highway 45-E has
a good selection of general antiques in all categories
Indicative of this area.

2-LB. BOX

PRICES GOOD THRU SAT. SEPT. 12

19769

ISE9119911i1c

Nestles Choc. Quik
5-LB 4-0Z,
DETERGENT
With Tab Coupon
Good Only At A•it FoonStot
Regular hive Without Coupoa
Coupon Expires Sat. Saps. is
UN& 1 Coupon he ClatOiner

69t

BATH SOAP
BAR

Mien
DISH LIQUID

10c

SPECIAL LOW PRICE

ubop

A&P
100%
Colombian
Coffee

41/2 GAL.59
MARVEL STRAWBERRY

With This Coupon
Good Only At A&P Food Stores
Regular Price Without Coupon
Coupon Lxciireit Sat Sept. 12
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customise

MARVEL SNACK.

MOM

Starch

Prase,vas.....2a594
Z.99C
CES
3
)
124
CreCker3ei410
BRIGHT SAIL SPRAY

an,

16.0Z.CAN LT

1-L

89'

We are also constantly buying and we believe
we pay more for good antiques. At present we are
in need of old china dolls, silver, pewter, cut glass.
art glass, china, dough trays, bells, clocks and furniture.
Write Box 269, Fulton, Ky. or call 479-2668.
To All Banana Festival Visitors—We Extend
our best wishes for a pleasant tour.
Ana

-

---vt-weemiewinevimettemm490610

ao. ase

ow.

a

CHICAGO — Last year insur
ance companies, banks and pri
vate pension funds made a net
investment of $3.3 billion in residential mortgages.

Fulton, Ky.
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Enjoy Our Banana Festival

CLASSIFIED ADS

Welcome

So MUCH., .
for so LITTLE...
**********
Only 5C per word
to reach
6,500 Homes !

International
BANANA
FESTIVAL
Guests!

M.' A NT E Da
Journeyman
illumber with Kentucky lieen,e. High skill pay. Contact
Stanley Jones Mechanical Contr.:dors. Phone 479-2317.
FOR REPAIRS on all makes
of washers and dryers contact
Larry LeCornu. Phone 479-2813.
TIENT Wheelchairs, crutche
s
ard whi.r ennealescent aids
at
(ITY SUPER DRUG 408
Lake
SI
Fulton. Ky

Hornbeak Funeral Home

FOR SALE
Registered
dashAund
puppies. Wayne
Johnson, phone 236 3179.
SEMI DRIVERS NEEDED
age 21, Married or Single. good physical conditi
on,
some experience or willing to
learn to earn high wages driving Semi Tractor Trailers, Local or Over the Road. Midwest,
Mideast, and Southern areas.
Fur
application write
Trucks, I'. O. Box 40456, Indianapolis, Ind., 46205, or ga!!
3l7 784-1348.

Downtown Commercial Building
FOR SALE
2300 ft. downstairs
2200 ft. upstairs
GOOD CORNER LOCATION
Will Sell with small down payment or lease
with option to buy. Good investment.
CALL
SONNY JAMES

and THE SOUTHERN GENTLEMEN

WICK SMITH, Broker

a part of the sensational three hour COUNTRY-WESTE
RN SHOW scheduled for 7 30 p.m.
Friday, September 11 in the Tent

PHONE 472-1292

WANTED!

GET SET Hair Care Products

Cars With Square Tires

a•
I

I

1
I

CRENSHAW'S

ceol

TIRES TRUED 1
a
i
Wheels Balanced(

WHEELS ALIGNEDI
,.

City Tire Co.
101 W. State Line
S. Fulton - Ph. 479-2741

DRIVt IN
THEATRE
UNION COT tUtiON H. no,

The appearance of Sonny
James, his Southern Gentlemen, and Barbara Mandrell and
her all-girl band, a group with
a million dollars worth of
country talent is one of the
highlights of the Eighth Annual
International Banana Festival.
The Sonny James performance
is scheduled for Friday night,
September 11 at 7:30 p. m. at
the tent auditorium.

3(*.* WEST STATE LINE
FULTON KENTUCKY

Major national popularity
polls find each year that
James either leads or is consistently in the Top Five . .
1969-70 Billboard
magazine
and Record World's Number
One Country Artist.

On a recent appearance on
the Ed Sullivan national television show the Sullivan people
remarked that "we received
more mail as a result of Sonny's appearance than any other
performance this year. Starting with his multi-million seller "Young Love," his string
of hits is phenomenal. For the
past five years he has released
rovhocator
twenty-two, number one records in a row.
— — PLUS — —
Appearing on the same program with James. Miss Mandrell has been dubbed Nashville's most recorded steel
guitarist. She has appeared on
"THE
almost every television show
of major importance in the
MALTESE HIPPY"
Mid-South and at the age of 13
was a featured soloist with the
raj MEIN
Red Foley Show. With two
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed4 other
female entertainers appearing
with her, Miss ManSept. 13-14-15-16
drell is one of Columbia ReAdult Entertainment
cord's top recording artists.
Tickets for the Sonny James
U ,Ider 18 Not Admitted
and Barbara Mandrel] show
HE CONQUERED
may be purchased at the Ba
THE HILLS.
nana Festival Headquarters o,
PIECE BY PIECE!
Main Street in Fulton. Fuel'
ett's DX Service Station anl
V-M Bookkeeping Service ii
Fulton. Tickets are $3.00 in
advance and $4.00 at the door.
A sellout performance is predicted.

THUR., FRI., SAT..
SEPT. 10-1112

James Garner
Gayle Hunnicutt

LIGHTER FLUID _

Box
Box
Box
Box

Reg. 29c

COMMAND

$1.00 SIZE

NEW!
Vaseline

PLUS--

Sinful
'DAvEY-•

John Pamela
Hurl Ionia'
Nigel
Davenport

SIZE

60Z.

120Z.

794 SIZE

$1.19 SIZE

J&J
etc.
Reg. $5.00

ADMIRAL
AM

SWABS

DARK SHADOWS"
In-Metro Color!

Model 39

SAVORY C

81C
$1.49 SIZE

Highway Hazard Kit

400 CT.

No. CR13

Regular
$25.95

ST

16 OZ.

for dry hands and skin

Fits all visor styles, holds glasses, coins, maps,

Adjustable Pressure Dial.
4 Jet Tips.
2-Tone Aqua Finish.

IOW

10 OZ.
SIZE

$1.65 SIZE

—

COTT

SHORTEN

6 OZ.

INTENSIVE
CARE'

WATER PIK

3OND HA

$1.29 SIZE

War"W42*

MGM Presents A MARTIN RANSONOSF
PRODUCTION • METROGOLOR

Orinl
t
PICK

Phut

REGULAR $1.09 SIZE

DEODORANT ANTI-PERSPIRANT SHOWER TO SHOWER
12% oz. Size
POWDER

3 oz. - Reg.
$1.50

AR CADDY
1932:40The
Moonshine

-Ghtradell

WAGON Tr

$2.71
$2.54
$2.26
$2.35

COMMAND

LOTION

T

Save On Shotgun Shells

_ 9c

COLORING BOOK _ _ _ _ 9c

WASHINGTON — There were
3,869 slaughter plants in the
United States—not counting
Alaska and Hawaii—on March 1.
In 1965 there were 2,957.

TUNA

60C

Reg. 19c Red Devil

Slaughter Plants Grow

DEL MO

WESSON
FAMILY S

GET SET GEL

NATIONAL BRANDS

ROWAN MARTIN

Now Thru Saturday

GET SET LOTION

PE

WESTINGHOUSE

Steam/Press Valet

Teflon coated.
Automatically steams.
and presses in second;

$19.95

RION
ALBUMS
WESTINGHOUSE

Electric Clothes Brush

BAKE MA

FLOG

c

SWEE Tin

etel
Sacramen:

PEACHM
With Cot
chase. Exc

f

s

r uiton, ny.
70
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.

ival

t

Es
PEAC
3
90
TUNA
TISSUE
urinK mix3
49c
PICKLES
; OWELS 39t CHIPS

ome

. upstairs

HUNT'S

130ND HAMBURGER

FRUIT COCKTAIL No.2 1/2 can 39c

School Day Cut

SLICED

GREEN BEANS 3 2 1/2 Cans $1
TWIN
PACK
C
9
1
4

OLEO

ii
0
48 oz.

99t1
_ _. .•

YELLOW
SOLIDS

LBS.

ARMOUR
STAR
SLICED RINDLESS

Pork Steak
;
AMS i
LB.

-.am.

•

— CHICKEN PARTS —

1 BREAST
THIGHS
Tender
LEGS
Smoked
B
• WINGS
Shank
Butt
and NECKS
or
Port
Fresh
Fresh
Lb.
GIZZARDS
L!VER . lb. 89
.c
!'...ibliow.../gm.....dow.....m.....sm.....m...Am..

$111

A AJAX or TIDE

1

SLICED SMOKED

LBS.$
TX.
BO
G

390BAcoN
2coz. 290 mum 390

PRESERVES
SAVORY oz.

First
Cut lb.

lb. 85C

0 mEAT

3 1/2

JELLY
CRISCO lice Cream i
AlAllni...Ams*.Animr.

LB.

ANiar.AIIIIMP.AIIIMrs
.AWN% MUM,Amor.Aillar.Aliiilw.AM•.Anow

PI S

lb. 39c

59
lb. 49c

BEEF LIVER
OLD FASHIONED LARGE

(by the stick) ___ lb. 39c

BOLOGNA

LB.

JAR

FRESH

lb. 59c
lb. 59c
lb. 59c
lb. 29C
lb. 19c

FRESH SLICED

MISS LIBERTY
SLICED

ARMOUR POTTED

Amon ANNIVir..101.
.Alimir.
ffse.
[

lb. 29c

.
L133‘

Y
BERR
STRAWBERRY
18 oz.
Jar

lb. 79c

ICED
;
FREgIntSel

Phut Butter 89cDETERGENT
SAVORY GRAPE

69

FAT BACK

-.....•

•••

2 1/2 lb.
Jar

12 oz.
pkg.

r NPICOERTKHICCKCUTLETS

FRESH SLICED

.-

DIXIE
,zt+ BELLE

WAGON TRAIL

_ lb. 29c

NECK BONES

69
5
27 PORK cHops cut

I

WESSON
FAMILY SIZE

FRESH

FRESH

JUMBO
ROLL

.

$1.00

11) For

STEAKS

LB. IC 1

BAcoN

A

LIBERTY

e
COTT
PAPER

1

STEAK

49c

22-oz. Can

STARCH

CHUCK WAGON

39c

DAISY FRESH

Boxes160z

or lease

CUT
LB.

U.S. PRIME SIRLON

Box of 12

PIES

_ lb. 99c

HAM

0C

LARA LYNN JUMBO

111

CENTER SLICED

111c

RO1LLS

COUPON

i
phiradelli Chocolate
irk • g - a•
•s

_ lb. 39c

SAUSAGE

12 oz.
pkg.

__ 29c

12-oz. pkg.

°' WITH4

ding

REELFOOT SKINLESS

16-oz. pkg. _ 29c

PARTY CRACKERS

NITS

WHOLE
LB.

COUNTRY SKILLET

COUNTRY STYLE

WAFERS Vanilla

6 1/2 oz
CAN

SWIC V

494:34,

25t
390FRYERS
5
FRANKS
K ROAST u,isR.SCTHOICE 59(

2 1/2
CANS

LARA LYNN

DEL MONTE

,
;

No.

SACRAMENTO
WITU COUPON

C

rage a

South Fulton
Tennesset
,, :. . .,„
_,2...1
i

,

WE REDEEM FOOD STAMPS
You Always Save More
When You Shop At LIBERTY
The Prices In This Ad Good From Wednesday
8:00A. M.Till 8:00 P.M.Tuesday, Sept. 15th.

national
ANA
TIVAL
Is!

Tnursaay, sept. iu, 19.1U
-

790

BREADED

10-oz. pkg.

FISH STICKS
Fhic,RT0N•S
MEAT PIES

5 8-oz. k .

49c
$1.00

1 SALMON

29c1 65c
s
ELoN
79c
45t ATER
CE MILK
$1 MEAL 49c PEAS
FLOUR
)oG FOOD Tv,..,3ocuNi6,E290BANANm
EppERs
39(
Detergent
MORTON FROZEN
#1 Tall
#1 Tall
COCONUT CREAM
lb.
SHORTENING
Chief
19 oz.
only
I
. 650
"
GAL
Pink
5
7
al
Chum
v
ea.
.+Iiiii."11110
........mow...ensw
Ainw....rmi....
AIIIIIIP•
!..4.1w•Alliw•
ielainift AMMO%.eXIIIR.111•01..selliWyt AMOR.wiew.014111111r.ANIIINR.MOW MEW AISIIIA..MINPr.vialibl
I

1

estid
Br
F

Re:AR
Ciii
pe

TURNERS

HALFGAL.

25 bibag

89

RED WASHED

FRESH PURPLE HULL

MOTHERS BEST

BAKE MASTER

lb.
bag
5

POTATOES

bagJONATH

LB.190

APPLES

3

DRINK

qt.
bottle

46-oz. Can

3For _ _ S1.00

SACRAMENTO TOMATO

SAUCE

8-oz. Can

LIBERTY COUPON

Sacramento
39c
2Cana _
/
2 No. 21
PEACHES
With Coupon and $5.00 Additional Purchase. Exc. Tobacco and Dairy products.
Void After Sept. 15

Scott
4 Rolls
TISSUE
_ I3c
With Coupon and $5.00 Additional Put.
Chase. Exc. Cig. - Tob. & Dairy Prpducts.
Vold After Sept. 15th

Cello Bag

RADISHES

I

EACH

10c

FRESH GREEN

1 I1 S

10c

LIBERTY COUPON

LB.

FRESH CRISPY

BELL

Delmonte

59c

4 lb. bag

GOLDEN
RIPE

SWEETHEART

89t

20 lb.

I0c

Bunch

LIBERTY COUPON (Worth 10c)
LIBERTY COUPON (Worth 40c)
Crisco
Maxwell House Instant
24-os. Bottle
_ 49c
OIL
$1.19
10-ox. Jar
COFFEE
WITH
THIS
COUPON
I
WITH THIS COUPON
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
Void After Sept. 15th
15th
Sept.
Void After
_
V

•

,

-•

•'' • '
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•

Our Amigos..They Are Part Of Our Life And Family

Thursday, Sept. 19, 1970
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Fulton,
2111111

TAYLOR
CHEVROLETS
NEW UTTLE CM
OPENS 115 DOORS
THURSDAY
SEPTEMBER X.

WEI

4
I4

.110
•1h 1.

Visito
Ze
,
-

LIL!.IAN
iciLIA 4A:4 ;A
CE1.1 and Maria EMI ar: sisters. Cecilia is 21 years old
and also attends the institute
of Lenguas, studying language.
She belongs to the Young Lions
Club of Loja, and works with
the youth in dancing. Their
father is a lawyer.Cecilia hopes
to get to practice her English
during her visit. She is staying
Mr.and Mrs. Flynn Powell.

ieth

•

WILMA MULLER SANCHEZ Is I CECILiA JMNk EGUIGUREN
a 22 year old student enrolled RIOFRIO a•tends the Colegio La
Centro Ecuatoriano Nortea- immlculad.i, is 17 years old
mericano. She likes swimming, and lives in Loja, Ecuador.
basketball, folk-dancing -and is She likes modern and folk-dancespecially interested in ballet. ing aul w:shes to obtain knowShe is from Lojp, Ecuador and ledge about the culture of the
Chemist. Wilma is staying with United States. Cecilia is staying
Mr. and Mrs. George Cas- in the home of Mrs.Joe McCoy.
parion.

e

8th
MARGARETA GRAETZER is
15 years old and lives in Quito,
Ecuador. She likes music,likes
a lawyer and she wishes to become aluainted with American
customs and people through the
Banana Festival. Margareta is
in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Homra.

IRENE COSTALES CEPEDA is
18 years old and is from Quito,
Ecuador. Her father is a Chief
of a Department in the Controller General's Office. She
likes all sports end is yen
interested in music. The United
States has always been a great
fascination to her
and she
wishes to get aquainted with all
concepts of the United States
Irene is staying with Mrs. Jane
Edwards.

Intern

Banar

Septemi
Drop by

F us
1.
MARIA ENIL' CHAMBA CELI
comes from Loja, Ecuador, 20
years old, and is a student
at the Institute of Lenguas,
studying language. She likes to
work with the youth in modern
and folk-dancing. She wants to
get to know the United States'
cultures and way of thinking
and make her knowings and
!earnings apparent to her own
people. Also she wants to take
back home her conception of
the Banana Festival. Maria
is
the guest of Mr.and Mrs.C
harles, Pawlukiewicz.

PAULIN A FLORESGUERRA
BRUZZONE is the second ofthe RA MON ALEJANDRA MULLER ROBERTO GARCIA FRE:LF:
Floresguerra family to visit SANCHEZ and Wilma Muller comes from Quito, Ecuador and
the Twin Cities Banana Festi•,:other and sister. Ramon is 17 years old. He is very MARIA de los ANGELES CEval. Her sister,Paulina, was is 21 years old and is also interested in getting aquatnted VALLOS is 13 years old and
Is
a guest two years ago. She is enrolled at Centro Ecuatoriano with American customs and cul- from Quito, Ecuador. She likes
from Quito, Ecuador, 15 years Nortean'w ricabo. He has many ture and is anxious to take to write, draw and read. She
old, and is anxious to get ac- interests, including all sports, part in the International Banana wants to get to know the United
qu'ainted with Americans. Her folk -dancing, working with the Festival. His father in connect- States, the people and their
father, Mario, is President of youth and is a member of a ed with the Central Bank of culture. Her father is a lawyer
Interamericana Corporation,an local basketball team. He is Quito. Roberto is staying with with Ecuatoriana de Aviation.
import-export firm. She is very interested in getting to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest McCullom Maria is the guest of Mr. and
staying with Mr. and Mrs. Joe know the people of the United and is being hosted by Mr. and Mrs. Guy Upton.
Mrs. Joe Treas.
Sanders.
States. Ramon is the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Jeffrey.

F

visr

JUAN JOSE PAZ y MIRO CEPEDA is from Quito, Ecuador
aid is 18 years old. He likes
reading and is active in Judo
and Karate. His father is a
newspaperman and Director of
Education and Culture with the
Municiple
Government. He
wishes to travel the United
States to get to know the method of living and give to the
Americans the culture of Ecuador. Juan is the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Harvey Jeffrey.

CESAR EDMI'ND° PAREDES
ORTIS is 17 years old god is
from Quito, Ecuador. Hisgreatest interests are music and a
collection
of small electric
trains. He wishes to visit the
United States to get to know
the people as they really are.
Cesar is staying with Mr. and
nrs.
e
Ernest McCullom and
ins hosted by Mr. and Mrs.
v.
Treas.

BUMPER TO BUMPER - INSIDE C. OUT

COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE

ewe
veqc,sedan

USE OUR EASY PAY PLAN
• -Tr.
..tar:7',

.:441/1/1/11111011/11/INIIIIRes

TIRED

•
A MARIA del ROSARIO ITURV RALDE and MARIA MERCEDES ITURRALDE are twin sisters. (The one on the left is
✓ Rosario and on the right is
A Mercedes) They are 15 years old
V and from Quito, Ecuador. Ho.
sario likes to collect records,
A while Mercedes is interested in
V Manual Arts. Their father Mi•guel, is an Architect. They
A wish to know more about the
•people of the United States.
Rosario is staying with Mr.
A and Mrs. Flynn Powell and
✓ Mercedes is with Mr. and Mrs.
•George Casparion.

0.50 X U
tubeless plus
net C.Tao
$1.711snd old
Sr..

"ALL-WEATHER Iff'
BLACKWALL TIRE

COME TRY ON
AVE
AT TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

.

IN ITU PRICE RANGE

4PLY $
NYLON
CORD

v

and old Urs

'1595

mac'
"
is
.NA

Taylor Chevrolet - Buick

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
USE OUR EASY PAY

, 100 West State Line, Fulton, Ky.

'

We hare a salmis Si duty
MINIAY tkra F1111T esti I:N P. IL

ANY OF THESE SIZES
7.75 x 14
7.75 x 15 8.25 x 14
Plus PM to an rid.Dt.T

Ci

PLAN!

Hours: 7am-5pm Mon thru Sat.

472-1000

Tires and batteries priced competitively at the following
Dealer:
CHARLES R. BENNETT GOODYEAR
4th & Depot Fulton, Ky.

MARIO ZAMBRANO, D. is 19
years old and is from Quito,
Ecuador. He is learning to play
the gulta- all his father, Muno,
Is a lawyer. He is interested
in music and sports. Mario is
staving with the Bruce Wilsons

a

"Where the hest deals are TARSI NAPE"
"SEE INE IF TNESE SALESMEN" - Mike Williams, Warm Tuck, Nam WINIams, Wray Taylu
Venn Sprat's led In Taylor
311 NIGNWAY
PHONE 412-2

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, Sept. 10, 1970

Twin Cities'
Enrollment
Announced

Page 7

FULTON, Ky.,
—En
rollment figures for the Fulton
and South Fulton schools are
announced with the two Tennessee schools having a total
enrollment of 1,003, while the
Fulton city schools enrollment
totals 660.
There are 367 students at South

HUMP 111
Iiiiiiiiiis Marts.

Fulton High School, accoriling
In Principal Virgil Yates, and the
elementary school has a total
of 636, Principal Kendred Winston said.
On the Kentucky side, there
are 97 at Terry-Norman; 355
at Carr Elementary and 208 at
Fulton High School, which is a
decrease over the 1969 enrollment. Last year there were 709
enrolled the first month of school
with 697 at the end of the Sc 001

Fiesta is Fun

Come to the Banana Festival!..

TO CAROL BUTLER ... our sincere thanks for a job well done.
Carol was, or 1069,selected as first alternate in the Princess Pageant. She stepped into the role of reigning Princess for the 1969 Festival and won
the hearts of those who came to know her. We are grateful for the outstanding job Carol did while serving as our International Banana Festival
Princess.

Suzette McMorries Entered
In Festival Beauty Pageant

Lake Street

Dial 472-1303

Miss Suztte McMorris of
South Fulton is among the 25
area and national beauties selected by a screening committee to participate in the Eighth
Annual International Banana
Festival to be staged in Fulton
from September 8 through
September 12. The one-night
show will be presented at the
Can Elementary School Auditorium in Fulton on Saturday
night, Sptember 12, at 7:30
p. m.
Miss McMorris is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
R. McMorris of 206 Frankie
Lane.
The local beauty contestant
has been given the opportunity
to participate in one of America's most outstanding beauty
pageants. Not only does the
honor give the local girl the
opportunity for scholarships,

and other prizes, but she will
serve as an international ambassador of goodwill for the
North American and South
American continents.
Among the prizes for which
the local resident will compete
is an all-expense trip to Ecuador in December, where she
will be the official representative of the Banana Festival for
ten days. In addition she will
be the special guest in Washington, D. C. of the National
Fruit Association next February. She will be entertained
there by diplomats of two continents and officials of two
countries. She will also appear
at the Rhododendron Festival
in North Carolina.
Contestants placing second,
bird and fourth will receive
cash awards.

Marine Milts
To Participate
In Parade

formance by the units in the
event.

Under the direction of Marine
Sergeant C. L. Neer, the Drum
and Bugle Corps consists of ten
brass and six percussions instruments, performing their
and popA highlight of the 8th Annual rendition of marching
bel ular music.
wilna iva
International Bananay. Fest
Fulton, Ky.,
Parade
an appearance of the Marine
Complementing the marchAviation Detachment, Mem- ing units will be the 15-man
phis. Tenn. Drum and Bugle Rifle Drill Team which thrills
—
Corps and Rifle Drill Team, the audience with its precisions
This will mark the first per- movements.
ANEW .411.1110..41111111110, 411111110.
.41111110. 41.1111a. AMID..41111111w

HICKMAN-FULTON COUNTIES
Rural Electric Cooperative Corp.
John West, Mgr. —
ANEW .0111.111
.
.
1111M1110.1111Ris.

VIVA LA FESTIVAL!!

/SOME OF THE BETTER BRANDS WE ARE PROUD TO STOCK
IAND FEATURE.

Widths A to EEL

8th

Welcome To The
INTERNATIONAL BANANA FESTIVAL

$

THEY LOOK WONDERFUL
THEY FEEL WONDERFUL
THEY FIT WONDERFUL
Fine Fitting, Long Wearing Shoes For
Children, With Up To Date Styling.
We Carry From A to E Widths

LENNOX FURNACES
GAS — OIL — COAL

Call 472-1912

-

FAMILY SHOE STORE .
I11

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, Sept. 10, 1970

Prizes For
Patron's Tickets For Festival Arts, Crafts
Are Selling Well, Office Reports Are Listed

Patron's tickets for four of
the main events of the International Banana Festival are
now being sold by a group of
Twin Cities' citizens and the
Festival office reports that
sales are going well.
Calls are being madeoll both
residential and business areas
of the Twin Cities, and to date
over 100 sales have been reported. The tickets are also
available at the Festival office.
Purchasers of patron's tickets realize a 20 per7ent saving
on the four events for which the
tickets are good, in addition to
obtaining a guaranteed reserved seat. The tickets are
good for the Inter-American
Music Fiesta Wednesday night,
the Joffrey II Ballet Thursday
night, the Sonny James show
Friday night and the Princess
pageant Saturday night.
If bought separately, tickets
for all four events will cost

Page 8

$12; the "patron's ticket" covering all four can now be purchased for $10.
The Business and Professional Womens' Club will once
again handle the office sales of
tickets and the selection of
pageant seating. The ticket office will open on Monday, August 24 and 25 for members of
the Top Banana Club to select
their Pageant seats and pick-up
their tickets. August 26-27-28-29
are set aside for Patron Ticket
subscribers to select their seats
and tickets. On Monday August 31 the ticket sales will be
open to the general public.
If no one contacts you to buy
these tickets—call or come by
Festival Headquarters and purchase tickets for you and your
family. If You wish choice
seats for the Princess Pageant
please remember the dates for
selecting your seats.

Festival To
Include An
Antique Show
two-Zny antique show and
sale, containing many unusual
items of books, oriental rugs,
bottles,
pictures, furniture,
coins and guns will be of focal
interest when the Eighth Annual International Banana Festival is staged.
The show and Nate will be
held at the Exhibition Building
at Kitty League Park on September 10 and 11 from nine
a. m. to nine p. m.
The event has been limited to
the first 20 exhibitors requesting space.
A fee of $5.00 per day is
charged for each exhibitor
showing at the event. Ample
space has been provided for
the proper display of all antique items. Mrs. Enoch Campbell, chairman of the antique
show and sale reported today
that many collector's items in
primitives, linens and a wide
selection of authentic, antique
items will be available for sale.
Except for a small entrance
fee to the entire exhibition
area, the antique show and
sale is free to the public.

Policy Change
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Kentucky has changed its policy
on reservations for state parks,
shelving the previous rule that
they can be made only after
Jan. 1 for the next 12 months.
Henceforth they can be made a
year in advance any time.

The Eighth International Banana Festival urges you to
participate in our arts and
crafts show. The prizes to be
awarded are as follows: first
place, $20.00, second place,
S15.00, third place, $10.00, and
fourth place, $5.00.
This is a regional exhibit held
in conjunction with the International Banana Festival and
the Fulton Woman's Club. The
Woman's Club is the sponsor.
Original works in paints, pastels, pen and ink, mixed media
and creative stichery may be
entered with a limit of three
total.
All work must be suitably
framed or matted and ready to
hang on display, and all entries may be delivered to the
Exhibition Building at the Kitty League Park between the
hours of 8:00 a. m. and 12:00
p. m. on September 8, 1970.
Exhibitors who mail their
entries should have them in the
Banana Festival office by September 5.
You may pick up your work
Saturday, September 12, from
500 until 6.00 p. m. as the
deadline is September 13.

r
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Be Our Guest!
/1//1/11/11

Be A Booster
FIESTA IS FUN

WHEN WE SERVE THE
WORLD'S LARGEST BANANA PUDDING

Joffre,
For Bo

We invite you to shop at
our store while you are en-

The Joffrey
world-celebrab
hats will offer
entes a rare
view one of
guiatied enter
in America wt
the Eighth Ant
al Banana Fe
tember 8 throt

joying the festival activities.

Appearing t
in the United
over the tants
dames will art
Twilday. Septa
Min in thi

Thumbs Up
BOURNEMOUTH,
England
— The accident prevention
subcommittee of the Bournemouth Council has turned
thumbs-up on a French idea for
getting children across the road
safely. The idea is that drivers
would stop if a child gave the
thumbs-up signal at the roadside.

MEARS STREET

FULTON, KENTUCKY

SALUTES THE 8th
INTERNATIONAL
BANANA FESTIVAL
WE ARE

At The City Park

JOINING WITH THE FESTIVAL ASSOCIATION TO
MAKE YOUR VISIT HERE A PLEASANT ONE.

DISTRIBUTORS OF TURNER'S QUALITY CHEIED ICE CREAM
FOURTH STREETFULTON,KY.

CI

Movies Gain In India

N1 1(14. liridge
PR OV I DENCE, R.1
in erawford Street Bridge in
Prcviden,!e is one of the widest
.1w world. The 1,147-foot
r the Providence Riycorries three city streets.

NEW DELHI — Box-office receipts at motion-picture theaters
in India totaled $155 million last
year, up 6 per cent from 1968
Films made in India accounted
for about 90 per cent of the receipts.
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Legal
Rubber Yield Higher 40% Of Opium
esti-

KUALA LUMPUR—The average output by rubber estates in
Malaysia rose from 986 pounds
an acre in 1968 to nearly 1,050
pounds last year.

NEW YORK — Of the
mated 2,000 tons of raw opium
produced annually, only 800
tons are needed for the world's
total legal requirements.

WELCOME
TO THE EIGHTH

INTERNATIONAL

BANANA
FESTIVAL
Joffrey Dancers, Rare Treat
For Banana Festival Audiences
ton, Kentucky and South Fulton, Tenn. through Friday
night, during which time they
will give a free demonstration
for area elementary school
children on Wednesday morning September 9 at nine a. m.:
perform a comedy routine at
Music
Inter-American
the
Fiesta at Exhibition City on
9 and
September
the evening of
APPearing before audiences then perform In full concert on
In the United States and Eur- Thursday night, Sept. 10, at
"the fantastically popular 7:90 9. m.
.
ope
dees will arrive In Fulton on
They will similarly perform
Tinday. September 8 and remain in the twin cities of Fal• at the International Relations

The Joffrey Dancers IT, a
world-celebrated troupe of artists will offer Mid-South audiences a rare opportunity to
view one of the most dLstinliniahed entertainment grout*
in America when it appears at
the Eighth Annual International Banana Festival from September 8 through 12.

program at 2:30 p. m. on Friday afternoon, when Dr. Elvis
Stahr, a native of Fulton County and president of the National Audubon Society, will be the
principal speaker.

modern with a special something for young audiences.
A spokesman for the Kentucky Arts Commission said
that wherever the Joffrey Dancers have appeared there has
always been a standing room
audience. Tickets for the main
concert on Thursday, September 10 are on sale at the Banana Festival Headquarters in

Brought to the Banana Festival under the auspices of the
Kentucky Arts Commission the
appearance of the Joffrey
Dancers II is a rare "first"
for the Mid-South area. The
Fulton.
most discriminating critics
have hailed the troupe as a
A specially constructed stage
"must" for audiences of all is being built for the dancers
ages.
with an array of lighting
alone is worth
Appearing for the first time equipment that
in a tent presentation, the Jof- the price of admission.
frey Dancers are geared to
give the public a wide appeal of
entertainment from the purely
classical ballet to the most

..----•""011104Er-

CYNTHIA VINCENT
Judge
She was graduated August
1970 from Ole Miss, with A.B.
Degree in Speech Pathology.
She was 1966
International
Banana Festival Princess, Ole
iss Top Beauty,Ole Miss Best
ressed Coed, Miss University
'Mississippi, firet alternate
ational Maid of Cotton, Miss
Weakley County, Miss Martin,
Sweetheart of Kappa Sigma Fraternity and runner-up in Miss
Tennessee and preliminary
winner in swim suit competition
her hobbies are scuba diving,
golf, snow and water skiing.

Pageant Judges, Entertainers, Producer

Fulton, Ky.
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ENTERTAINER
MISS SUSAN GAYLE
MOORE

I

Susan Gayle Moore, professional dancer, Will entertain at
the pageant under the
direction
of Mrs. Joyce Summe
y. Her
home is Statesville, North
Carolina.
Miss Moore has studied
at
the North Carolina School
of
Arts in Winston-Sale
m, N. C.
for the past four years
under
outstanding teachers, such
as
Maria Tallchief, prima ballerJOHN T. WILKINS
ina of Amoiica.
Judge
She has toured throUgMU1
' John T. Wilkins, Atlanta,
Georgia is returning to the North Carolina with the North
Carolina School of Arts Dance
Eighth International
Banana
Festival Princess Pageant as a Company in various ballets,
includi
ng the "Nutcracker Baljudge, having judged the pageant
in 1968. Mr.Wilkins is Regional let", "Symphony 13", and
,Workout'.
Manager for Datavue Systems '
Products Corporation. He is a
Miss Moore has the distincprofessional photographer. His tion
JOYCE H. SUMMEY
of
having performed ZOE DELL LANTIS
NUTTER DEBORAH E. PAYNE
photographic work has appeared throughout Italy as a, membe
Producer
r Judge
Enterta
iner
in Life,
Look and
Joyce of Charlotte, N.C. is an
Sport of the North Carolina Dance
magazines. As a judee, Mr. Theatre. She also perfor
active
civic leader, profesmed in
She attained International
Deborah is a drama and sional performer of stage,
Wilkins has judged local, state, a production of
radio
the American recognition as the
Appalachian and TV.
national
and
international Ballet "I heatres ballet, tess and Pirate Official Hos- speech major at
She had groomed,
.Theme
Univers
beauty pageants.
Girl
talState
ity
and
a
is
of
"Giselle."
the 1939-40 Golden Gate Inter- ented young lady. She plays the chaperoned and managed hunnational Exposition on Treasure piano, dances, sings and is a dreds of queens including Miss
North Carolina, Miss Missouri,
Island
in San
Francisco. natural in the field V drama Miss Florida Univer
se, Miss
Two years prior to and during She has appeared professionally
South
Carolina Queen of
the fair years, she traveled ln TV an-1 stage. He,
- Fitness Nationa
,
l Rhododendron
more than 100,000 miles by air recent accomplishments have
Queen and the National Maid of
to publicize the Fair and to pro- been in playing the lead of Daisy
Cotton. She has judged and has
mote travel on commercial air Mae in the production of LiL
produced pageants on local,
lines. By the Clipping Services Abner and she is currently
ap- state, national and international
and News Bureaus, she was pearing at Beech Mountain
as levels. Mrs. Summey most regiven the title of •'The Most Dorothy in "The Land of Oz."
cently produced the RhododenPhotographed and Publicized Miss Gaston College in
1970, dron Festival pageant and will
Girl in the World for 1938-39," Deborah is the daughter of
Mr. produce the pageant portion of
A dancer by profession, Zoe and Mrs. Erskine D. Payne
of the Two Carolina's "Carolina
Dell, was chosen for her stren- Gastonia. North Carolina.
Carousel" in November.Owner
uous and demanding role of
of Summey Studios, School of
Theme Girl from the
San Railroads
Pay More Charm and Pageantry, she is
Francisco Ballet Company.
also owner of Mayan Imports,
During the Fair, when riot per- To Fewer Workers
a wholesale importing company,
forming
Hostess duties of
CHICAGO — Wages and sal- in addition to being Interna
greeting official guests and vis- aries
paid to railroad employes tional promoter for Guatemalan
itors, and for many years follast year totaled 65.4 billion, an International Airline
in
the
lowing
the Fair, she appeared
AND WRECKER SERVICE
with the S.F. Ballet Co. and increase of 4.9 per cent over southeast. Mrs. Summey is rein theatres, night clubs, and on 1968 despite a 2.1 per cent drop turning for her fifth year at
the Banana Festival to produce
radio and television programs in employment.
tile Princess Pageant.
throughout the country as well
as appearing in movies and
DEPENDABLE SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
doing commercials and fashion
O
LiFne
CARS AND TRUCKS
modeling. She was Official
Phone 472-3262
Representative from the State
406 East State
of
California to the Brussells
Fulton, Ky.
World Fair in 1958, The Cen- 82 Acres Farm (extra nice) 4 Bedroom Brick
t
tury 21 Explositon at Seattle in
1961 and the N.Y. Worlds Fair Home - Garage - Modern Conveniences
in 1964. In August this year,
she appeared with Art Link- 7 - Miles from Fulton on State Road 924
letter on a WEst coast TV Doc1 - Mile West of U S.51.
umentary of Treasure Island.
She
is a member of the
Dayton Opera and Ballet Guilds
By Owner — Phone 472-3629
and is a Fellow at the Uni- IMI.,14=1.00411M4).11.14
M0q).1=0,,ii..0
()
.=..01
.
11.04111.0.04
versity of Kentucky. She is
a Commercial Pilot and an
officer in the Civil Air Patrol.
She is a member of the 99's,
The International Organization
of Licensed Women Pilots. She
was Hospitality Cliblrman of
the 1970 Powder Puff Derby
NO pRimER
and has flown In the Derby race.
NEEDED
She has been named Hospitality
Chairman of the 1971 Angela
,
for wood, brick, stucco, metal, concuct•
Derby, The All Women's Interblock, all masonry.
national Air Race. She is flying
her own plane to the Banana • Exclusir• NEW ingr•dtent con,
bats rnild•vo gtowth on pawl
Festival. She lives on a farm
Aim
near Dayton, Ohio with her
engineer, pilot, big game hunter • glietor-r•sistont.Sett•r adh•sion
and durability.
husband, Erv and sixteen-yearold son,
Wn0e.•
Bob, who is also • 0r1os in 30 MINA.. CleOn up
with worm, soapy sual•r.
r•arly•atoi•d
a world traveler, hunter, pilot
Lody Cole“
and in his junior year in high • Ead••rasistont colors. Whit.s
stay oh**, tool
school.

JAMIE M

Repre5.
Tennesse
ternation
Princess
McAdoo,
Mrs. Jan
Hill, Ui
Jamie is
City and
ner-up ir,
Festival.
of age an
at Ole Mi
tall, she
green ey
pleicion.

WELCOME
FESTIVAL VISITORS!
HAWS GARAGE

FOR SALE

1

MILDEW AND FUMERESISTANT PAINT FILM

Jackson's Funeral Home
Dukedom, Tenn.

469-5414

Fewer Mine Coal
BRUSSELS — The number
Cl
coal miners in the Common
Market area fell by 25,000
last year
to 244,800. Produ
ctivity per
worker rose from a daily
average of 4,978 pounds in
1968 to
7,181 last year.

PITTSBURGH PAINTS heep that effig=

301 MAIN ST.
Mart tr1111111111.)4Mht ml=l1ht

KIN(; SIZE

472-3201

NEMO(/41011.(11=111101NEE/M/ht HMIs(
tillElIrt WI/

"There's something for everybody"

WELCOME
VISITORS and GUESTS
FERRY - MORSE
SEED CO.
FULTON, KENTUCKY

WELCOME

CARRIE LE

Carrie 1
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Fulton, Ky.

All Hail To Beauty and Bananas
These are Our Contestants

JAMIE McADOO
Representing
Union City,
Tennessee in the Eighth International
Banana Festival
Princess pageant will be Jamie
McAdoo, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James McAdoo of Tripee
Hill,
Union City, Tennessee.
Jamie is the current Miss Union
City and was chosen first runner-up in the 1970 Strawberry
Festival. She is nineteen years
of age and will be a Freshman
at Ole Miss in September. 5'7"
tall, she has blond hair and
green eyes with a fair complexion.

Thursday, Sept. 10, 1970
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CHEVY'S NEW
UTTLE CARISOPEN
IFOR BUSINESS.

SUZETTE McMORRIS

CAPOL ;NINE WEBB

MARCIA JEAN ROSS

SANDRA KAY BOWERS

Suzette, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. McMorris, 206 Frankie Lane,
South Fulton, Tennessee. She
is a 1970 graduate of South
Fulton High School and will
enroll as a Freshman at Murray State University in Sepstudy nursing. Eighteen years
of age, Suzette is 5'4" tall,
has brown hair and eyes and an
olive complexion. She enjoys
tennis, golf and horseback riding. Suzette was chosen second
maid to Miss South Fulton for
1970. City National Bank will
sponsor Suzette.

Carol is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd G. Webb, of
Alamo, Tenn. She is eighteen
years of age and will be
a freshman at the University
of Tennessee, Martin.She plans
to major in Dental-Hygiene.
Carol has had special training
In voice, piano and organ. She
the
is assistant organist at
First Baptist Church in Alamo.
During high school she was a
member of the Beta Club, Girl
Scouts, Young Women's Auxiliary, member of the band and
c horus, captain of the varsity
cheerleaders, a majorette and
selected to Who's Who. Carol's
titles include, Miss Alamo, 1st.
runner-up in Miss Youth Personality, Mid-South Fair and 1st
Maid in the West Tennessee
SZrawberry Festival. Carol will
be sponsored by Planters Gin
Company, Alamo, Tenn.

Marcia is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Ross
of Charlotte, N.C. She is twentyof
age and a
one
years
college senior, majoring in
Emtlio, And Psychokiev. Her
sorority is Beta Pi. She lists
her hobbies as reading, music
and watching people. Mt:rcia is
5"7" tall, has dark brown hair
and green eves.

Miss Bowers is the danghter
of Mr. and Mrs. Claude Bowers
Route 1, Dresden, Tenn.Sandra
is attending Union University,
where she is a sophomore. She
is a member of Chi Omega
sorority and will be a cheerleader for the 1970-71 season.
Listed among her beauty titles
held are: Miss Union University-1970, Miss Dresden-1969,
first runner-up Miss Weakley
County
Dairy Princess-1970,
and second runner-up in the
Miss
Tennessee
Valley
Pageant-1970. Sandra is 5'3"
tall, has brown hair, hazel eyes
and an olive complexion. She
lists her hobbies as sewing,
cooking, playing the piano and
working with children. She was
a member of the 4-11 club
for four years and has had
ten years training in piano.

We call it Vega.
We also call it "the little car that
does everything well."
Because it does.
Everything? Everything.
Vega moves well, stops well,
steers well, rides well, handles well,
responds well, passes well, travels
well, parks well, w -ars well, and is
priced well under what you'd expect
to pay fcr such a talented little car.
In our highway tests, Vega has
been getting gas mileage in the
neighborhood of the little imports,
which isn't a bad neighborhood.
Yet unlike your average little car,
OUTS steps right out when you step on
the gas.
The engine is a specially designed
overhead cam four with a lightweight
aluminum alloy block. It turns slowly
and quietly at turnpike speeds, with
power to spare.
Disc brakes are standard in the
front. So are bucket seats, except on
the truck.
How we doing so far?
Numbers speak louder than words.
The wheelbase is 97 inches.
Total length is just under 170
inches, or nearly four feet shorter than
a full-size Chevrolet.

Height of the coupe is just 50
inches, nine inches lower than the
leading import.
Width: a nice stable 51
/
2 feet.
Weight: 2,190 lbs. for the sedan.
Engine displacement: 140 cubic
inches.
Fuel economy: about 25 mpg, with
the standard engine and transmission,
in our highway tests.
Horsepower: 90. You can order
110. (80 and 93 hp, SAE Net.)
Seating capacity: 4 adults.
What it all adds up to is a lot of
little car.
Three cars and a truck.
Vega turned out so well that we
couldn't turn out just one.
So we're turning out four: the
Sporty little hatchback coupe shown
open and closed in the foreground
below; the sedan, on the right; the
Kammback wagon, on the left; and the
little panel truck, in the rear.
Oh, and a special GT version of
the coupe and wagon which we'll
show you later on.
September10th is Opening Day.
All 6,300 Chevrolet dealers are
handling Vega, so you shouldn't have
to go very far to see and drive one.
Chevy's new little car is open for
business. Look into it.

More
Contestants
MARY LYNN McGLOHN

a

CARRIE LEE CAMPBELL
Carrie Lee is the twentyyear-old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James A. Campbell 01 511
Eddings Street, Fulton, Ky.
Carrie is a 1968 graduate of
Fulton High School and is attending Western Kentucky University at Bowling Green where
she is a Sophomore. She is an
active member of the Young
Democrats and youth organization of her church. She lists
her hobbies as sewing, reading,
writing short stories and she
enjoys creative embrodery.She
Is 5'4" tall and has brown hair
and blue eyes. She is being
sponsored
In the Princess
Pageant by Ray Williams Insurance of Fulton.

a

KAREN GRAY OWENS
Karen of Martinsville, Va. is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
F. L. Owens. She is nineteenyears-old and a college junior.
She has studied piano for five
years, in addition to having
studied art, modern dance and
gymnastics. Karen has modeled
professionally in Martinsville
photographic
and
has done
modeling. She is a Water Safety
Instructor and has taught swimming. Karen is 5'8" tall has
dark brown hair, blue eyes and
holds the title of Martinsville
Tobacco Queen. She lists her
hobbles as playing the piano and
painting.

Butter Output Falls

Ranch Style
Far Ahead

UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. —
Butter production In the 35 major dairy countries totaled 10.P
billion pounds last year, down
1 per cent from 1968 and the
firs downtutn in world butter
output in five years.

WASHINGTON — One-story
ranch-style homes make up 71
per cent of all new U.S. homes.
The two-story traills at 18 per
cent and the split-level at 10
per cent.

DONNA LYNN CODY
Donna is from Paris, Tenn,
and is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Warren A. Parish, Jr.
Donna was recently chosen 1st
runner up in the West Tenn.
Okra Festival queen contest and
was 3rd runner-up in the 1969
International Banana Festival
Princess pageant. She
is a
sophomore at the University
of Tennessee, Martin where she
is a member of Alpha Delta
Pt sorority, and head majorette
and feature twirler for the University marching band. Hobbies
enjoyed by Donna are: collecting
antique glass hats and slippers,
oil painting and singing. She
has also had special training in
speech, piano and dance. The
Paris-Henry County Jaycees,
Paris, Tenn,will sponsor Donna
in the princess pageant.

Paris,
Mary Lynn, from
Tenn. is the eighteen-year-old
Fred
Mrs.
Mr.
and
daughter of
Neil McGlohn, Jr. Mary Lynn's
previous titles include Hostess
Princess of the World's Biggest
Fish Fry and Miss Henry County
Hig4Sclotaca., She is a colle,.
freshman, stands 5'5" tall, has
ash blond hair, green eyes and
a fair complexion.

On
Page 12
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STOKES OIL CO
AND

YOUR FRIENDLY PHILLIPS 66 DEALERS
Welcome You

TO THE BANANA FESTIVAL

WELCOME - - FESTIVAL VISITORS
You'll like our food, our frie..idlv service and our attractive, carpeted
dining room — Visit Us Soon!

Home Style Fried Chicken

We are proud to be a part of the twin city community, to share
with them their significant efforts to bring about friendship and
understanding with our Latin-American friends with whom we
share a strong coincidence of interest.

VISIT OUR

Home Made Donuts
Chicken Baskets
Shrimp Baskets' Call - In - Orders!
Hamburgers'
Fiesta Burgers Telephone,Sandwiches Of All
472-3267
Kinds

Modern Phillips Station In
South Fulton

— ICE CREAM
— SHAKES
— SUNDAES
_DRINKS
of all Flavors
— COFFEE
DANNY WILSON, Lessee

LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF
Paducah St. and Hwy. No. 45-E
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

The Country Boy's Drive -In
Owned and Operated by Billy Gilbert
'4111 Street

— Next to Gilbert Supermarket

WILSON'S Phillips

Station

More Contestants

LINDA JANE MAUPIN

'PHYLIS JANE SECRIST

TERSEA JEAN BEACHUM

Phylis, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Philip L. Secrist
of Kennesaw, Georgia. A junior
at the University of Tennessee,
her social sorority is Alpha
Xi Delta. She was a member
of the University of Tennessee's
"Pride
of the Southland".
marching band for two years,
member
a
of the Knoxville
Symphony Orchestra and principle oboist with the University
of Tennessee Orchestra and
1970 Transylvania Symphony
Orchestra at Brevard Music
camp. Phylis titles include:
Miss Independence-1969, Mfss
Cobb
County-1969, Miss
National Defense Week-1970,
Georgia's State Reserve Officers Assoc.Queen-1970, Miss
Corn Meal-1970.

i
IGNITION
KATHY ANNE ROLAND

GENERATOR

i

VOLTAGE REGULATORS
SOLENOIDS

iFNGINE PARTS
V

FUEL SYSTEM
TRANS-AXLE
CHASSIS PARTS
EXHAUST SYSTEM
ACCESSORIES
206 E.STATE

Sears
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LEIGH MARIE TAYLOR

Linda Jane, from Dayton,
Marie is the daughter of Mr.
Ohio will be sponsored by the and Mrs. Joe Taylor of 623 East
Beavercreek, Ohio Chamber of Main St., Dresden, Tenn. She is
Commerce in the Eighth In- a 1970 graduate of Dresden High
ternational
Banana Festival School and plans to enter the
Princess pageant. Miss Maupin University of
Tennessee at
is 5'8" tall, has blond hair, Martin this fall, as a Freshman.
green eyes and a fair com- Marie was Valedictorian of her
plexion. Linda enjoys doing vol- graduating class, a member of
unteer hospital work and is a the Annual Staff, selected for
past Worthy Advisor of Rainbow Who's Who in American High
for girls. She has studied piano Schools and was selected as
for ten years and has done most likely to succeed for 1970.
photographic
modeling
for She is 5'4" tall, has brown
magazines. Selected
Miss hair and eyes and an
olive
F3eavercreek for 1970, she was complexion. She enjoyes hobis semi-finalist's in the Miss bies of reading, swimming and
Ohio U.S.A. contest.
water skiing.

/
I
I

Fulton. Ky.

Kathy Anne is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Grady Paul
Roland, 108 Wildwood Lane,
Jackson, Tenn. Kathy is
I teen -years-old, has brown ninehair,
blue eyes and is 5'5' tall. She
is a college sophomore and her
social sorority is Delta Sigma.
i She enjoys singing, bowling,
swimming, skiing, boating and
sewing. Listed among her titles
held are: Miss Jackson 1967,
I second runner-up in 1969 to
Banana Festival Princess, 1969
Queen of Forestry Festival,
1970 Miss Madison County,
Miss Congeniality in 1969 Okra
Festival, second runner-up in
1970 Okra Festival pageant.

Teresa is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Beachum of Route
2, Hickman, Kentucky. Teresa
Is nineteen-years-old and a
Sophomore at the University
of Tennessee at Martin. She is
a pre-med student. Her hobbies
are reading, skiing and swimming. She also plays the piano.
Teresa in 1969 was chosen Miss
Obion County Fairest of the
Fair and Miss Obion County
Central. Teresa is 5'8" tall,
'nas brown hair, green eyes and
an olive complexion.

LINDA LOU BROWNFIELD
Linda Lou is the twenty-twoyear old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs, Ray Brownfield of Route
'7, Murray, Kentucky. She is a
1970 graduate of Murray State
University. Her social sorority
is Alpha Omicron Pi and she
plans to enter graduate school
this fall. Miss Murray State 1970 and second runner-up to
Miss Kentucky -19'70, Linda is
5'7' tall, and has blonde hair,
blue eyes and a fair complexion.
She lists her talent as speaking
and acting and her hobbies as
painting, drawing and reading,

TO THE
EIGHTH

INTERNATIONAL
BANANA FESTIVAti

Milk First
WASHINGTON—The Army reports that Ice cream has dropped out of the American soldier's "10 most wanted" foods
and drinks.
The list, in order of prefer- DIAN
ELAINE JONES
ence, now is: milk, grilled steak,
Dian Elaine is the daughter
fresh assorted fruits, fresh sliced
of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jones,
tomatoes, apple pie, veal steak,
Route 2, Hickman, Kentucky.
eggs to order, country-s tyle She is
nineteen -years-old and
chicken, roast beef and hot roast is attending Business
College
beef sandwiches.
in Memphis, Tennessee. 5'6"
tall, with brown hair and eyes,
Ice cream ranks No. 11.
Dian would like to become a
professional model. She enjoys
music, dancing and tennis. Dian
graduated from Fulton County
High School in 1968. She will
be sponsored by the Citizens
Bank of Hickman.

WARNING!

Central electric cooling plays to a
With central electric air conditioning, one out-of-sight unit
cools your entire home. Every
room.
While everyone else is talking about the hot weather ahead, you
can do something about
it. Install central electric air conditioning now, and take the
heat off your family this summer. (If you have central heating, you can use the existing
ductwork.)
We'll help you pick the model, estimate costs and plan install
ation, all without charge.
Just call!
IIIIIIII111111111WIMSINER111111111111111111InffillartlialiatIlletaltriumumnaptifunin
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FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM BOAR
D
AND ALL EMPLOYEES OF THE
SYSTEM

Only Model 663.82235 in white, sold since last
December, 1969, is affected. Check Model Number
imprinted on label under blender.

Robert Graham, Manager
Mrs. Martha Jolly, Accountant
Betty Lynn, Cashier
Billy Moss, Line Foreman

In order to prevent injury to any user
we are requesting the return of all blenders with thig
model

number.
This blender was sold primarily through
the
Sears 1970 Spring-Summer catalog. It also was
sold
through some Sears retail stores. THERE IS NO
PROBLEM WITH ANY OTHER COLOR
OR
MODEL SEARS BLENDER.
We are not certain that any of those sold
are
unsafe. But an inspection of factory invento
ry
found a small number of these blenders was improperly assembled, creating a potentially dangero
us
shock hazard under certain conditions.
If you have this model blender, please return
it
immediately to the nearest Sears store or catalog
facility for exchange or refund.

SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE
Broadway, South Fulton 479-1420

Charles Ray, Lineman

ELEANOR SUSAN GORDON
Eleanor Susan, age twenty, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard J. Gordon of Rock Hill,
S. C. Her titles include South
Carolina Watermelon Queen1970,
Miss Rock H111-1970,
Miss Southern 500-1970, Miss
South Carolina World -1970 and
was a contestant
for the
Clemson Homecoming Court,
For the past three years she
has been Water
Safety instructor and life guard at the
Rock Hill Country Club. Eleanor
will be a Junior at the University
of North Carolina

Howard Hutchens, Lineman
J. C. Wilbur, Lineman
Lloyd Baker, Lineman

Milton Exum, Chairman
Charles Reams, Vice Chairman
Vyron Mitchell, Sec. & Treas.
W.T. Browning
Bobby Craven
Rodney Miller, Attorney

David Webb, Groundman

Fulton Electric System

Fulton, Ky.
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is proud to belong to the twin-city
WELCOME TO THE FESTIVAL
community
WELCOME TO OUR PLANTS
business life of
It has been our pleasure to be a part of the
we have
friendships
The
years.
many
for
the twin cities
will
made,the respect and admiration we hold for your
made
have
you
all
of
progress
the
and
ahead.
to forge
working together. makes us proud to share your
growth. Congratulations on the tremendous efforts undertaken to stage another giant
Banana Festival.
—The Siegel Family

Sam Siegel

L
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You supply the frame
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pearing inadvertising these
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are
Henry I. part of
label isfashion
everywhere.
Siegel the
magazines and
becoming
intensive
Company.
synonymousperiodicals in Apwith
the
distinctive
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ADITRI7S470017'S

Glenn Puckett, (left), manager of the
Henry I. Siegel Kentucky plant, and
Frank Woolf, (right), manager of the
Siegel plant in South Fulton.
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E.W. JAMES & SONS
SUPERMARKET
MAXI-SAVINGS stands for MAXIMUM, • yes. MAXIMUM sayings for you,. Mrs. Homemaker! MAXI-SAVINGS
means your Food Budget, - your Food Money, DOES MORE for you at E. W. James & Sons Supermarket, - MAXI.
SAVINGS means HAPPIER SHOPPING because your Food Dollars now perform at MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY!
They'll DO MORE for you!

SHOWBOAT

PORK&BEANS
8-oz.
Can

SIRLOIN

CH
ilEAK

lb. 990

F3 or 25

lb. 79

STEAK

CREME COOKIES

24-oz.

49c

Liquid

39c

22-oz.

DCVTBT F: 0

SALM
ON
16,aonz 89N
19c

3-oz.

GREEN BEANS

HYDE PARK 14/
1
2-oz. Can

BARBECUE SAUCE 18-oz. bot. __ 39c

EVAPORATED MILK

15-oz. Bottle

CLEARFIELD

GOLDEN RICH

994 OLEO

5(iX

ROBERT'S

VAN ILLA
WAFERS

5 lb.
Bag

CUT RITE

POTATO CHIPS 9-oz. bag

49c

1 lb.
Bag

29

FLOUR

59c

BATH SOAP
1.0c
REGULAR SIZE

BOLD
ONLY

45c

i.7 -oz.
E. W. JAMES

SANDWICH BAGS

Box

10c

I Gallon ____ $1.15

PEANUT
2 1/21b.

99

HYDE PARK

LEMONS
39c
490 TOMATOES 25
47c CANTALOPES3 For

Biscurrs

doz.

FANCY BACK TO SCHOOL

Jonathan

4 lb.
bag

APPLES
ORANGES
CARROTS 2 For 29c
doz.

6 cans

59C

CRACKERS

FANCY

Vine Ripened

lb.

111) Box

FANCY

29k

California

CHARMIN

TISSUE

Cello Bag

4roU ck

44c

NESTEA
ilOES
i;i7AW
i
f
li

PE.W.JAMES I.
SONS.;

Insi 3 oz
COUPON

29

Sept. 16, 1970

1/2 Gallon
NESTEA

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A 10.0Z. JAR OF
INSTANT

WITH THIS COUPON

ames & ons
OMR IXPIRIS

ICE MILK

SWEET MILK

FOLGER'S & OLD JUDGE

California

5 b.ba

For$1

75 COUNT

**WITH THIS COUPON**

FRESH AND JUICY

ROBIN HOOD

7

6 1/2 -oz.

TEA MIX

Sunkist 235's

Quart

CAT FOOD

5 lbs.

59c

MIRACLE WHIP

FRISKIEti

Can _ _ _ _ 18c

COFFEE

151/2- oz.7For $1
PINE SQL

lb.69c

KRAFT

FRENCH
FRIES

10c

Can

SWIFT OR TURNERS

SLICED

KRISP 'N FRESH

c'..!1 CUT

MAHN

PORK & BEANS

lb.49c

lb. 69t QUARTER LOIN

BAG

AIR PRESIDER

"lb. 79c

SMOKED JOWL

2 lbs.

au

15-oz. SHOW BOAT

SLICED

RIBS

4

8-oz.

lb.

SLICED BACON

!him

CHEESE

SUN AND COUNTRY

CREAM STYLE

HOOSIER VALLEY

COUNTRY STYLE

DEWAGENT

590

REELFOOT Whole or Half

PORK CHOPS SLAB BACON

Bottle

TREND

GOLDE5
N CORN

lb. 99c

lb.89t PORK CHOPS

CENTER CUT

BOTTLE DRINKS
-oz. 5,28 41

lb.59t

PORK CHOPS
LOIN CUT

BONELESS

PORK CUTLETS

HYDE PARK

HART'S

END CUT

PORK

PRINCESS VANILLA

PORK
BOSTON
FR1 UTTS
lb. /19

assupER.IsA
invnirs
i ET
THIS AD EFFECTIVE SEPT. 10 THRU SEPT. 16, 1970

MAXWELL HOUSE.
c.,10FEE
AT E W James & Sons

HOUSE

-

10OZ. JAR

ONLY $1.19 roge«

s

t. 16, 1970

